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n
INTRODUCTION
I became interested in the area of Puritan political
thought several years ago.

My interest was generated by the

apparent conflict between my understanding of Puritan ideas
and the general consensus among scholars in the field.
There seems to be wide disagreement regarding the Influence
of Puritan political ideas on the subsequent development of
American democratic institutions.

But many scholars seem to

agree that the contribution was not positive and generally
hold to the hypothesis that the Puritan contribution to the
development of American democratic ideas was rather negli
gible.
I have always considered myself moderately informed
in the area of the development of Puritan ideas.

The reason

for this is related to the fact that all of my training has
been in Christian, church-affiliated Institutions until the
past several years.

I have had work in the general area of

Puritan theology.
I was rather amazed to find that a number of
authors, such as Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker and Andrew
Scott, have taken the position that the influence of
Puritanism on the development of American democratic ideas
and institutions is almost negligible.
Wertenbaker says»
Certain features of the Puritan State survived not
only the loss of the charter, the Glorious Revolu
tion, the advance of rationalism, the weakening of

the moral code, but even the American Revolution
and the creation of a Federal Union, when the
nineteenth century dawned New England society was
still undemocratic • • • •
Despite the failure of the Puritan experiment
It Is a widely accepted belief that . . , they
founded American democracy • • , ,
Obviously this rests more upon fiotion than
reality
In fact, Scott goes farther than that and says, "the
origins of American democracy are more easily found in the
defeat of Puritanism than in its victories,"2
But if one closely examines this area, there are a
few scholars who assign a more compatible role to the
Puritan philosophy in the development of American democratic
ideas. Exemplary is Alexis de Tocqueville who noted thati
Puritanism was not merely a religious doctrine,
but it corresponded in many points with the most
absolute democratic and republican theories , , ,3
Ralph Barton Perry says that Puritanism "embraced motives
and latent forces which worked in the opposite direction"
of the church-state, "so that for reasons internal to itself
the Puritan theocracy was unstable and paved the way for
tolerance and the separation of church and state,
Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker, The Puritan Oligarchy
(New Yorkt Grosset and Dunlap, 19^7)* PP. 3^3-3^ Hereafter is cited as Wertenbaker,
2Andrew Scott, Political Thought in America (New
York? Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964}, p. ~5T Hereafter
Is cited as Scott,

3Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America (New
York» Vintage Books, 1961), I, p, 33. Hereafter Is cited
as de Tocqueville, I.
?erry

^Ralph Barton Perry, Puritanism and Democracy (New
p,
Hereafter is cited as

Harper and Sow»
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It Is with these conflicting views concerning
Puritan political ideas that I have embarked on this inves
tigation*

Central to this study of Puritan political theory

is the identification of the latent forces that caused
instability within the Puritan theocracy.

The question is,

did these forces work toward a more tolerant society and the
separation of church and state?

If the answer is yes, then

the Puritan state did not have to be destroyed before demo
cratic ideas could develop. Instead there was a coalescence
between Puritan and democratic ideas.

But if the reverse be

true, that Puritanism was dominantly antl-democratic, then
there was a natural confrontation between the two creeds,
the one having to be destroyed before the other could
develop.
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CHAPTER I
DEMOCRATIC IDEAS
Before setting out the political Ideas of Puritan
ism, democratic or otherwise, It Is necessary to briefly
establish the early political ideas of our American govern
mental institutions.

This has been done without an

attempted comparison, inasmuch as a comparison will come
as the political Ideas of the Puritans are developed.

The

consideration of American democratic ideas is theoretical
and has been accomplished rather briefly for an examination
of the essential ideas of American democracy is not the
main focus of this paper.

The focus is on the political

ideas of the Puritans and their influence on the develop
ment of the American political philosophy as it developed
to the time of the Declaration of Independence.
The purpose of society is universal in that the
need for it is rooted in human nature.

Societies have

"been a guide to organize the expression of man's inborn
freedom in the interest of his survival and fulfillment.**1
Politics can be characterized as the overseer and manager
of the process of the various functions of a society, with
government putting into operation the decisions that are
the result of the political process.
10tto

The purpose of society

Butz, Of Man and Politicst An Introduction to
Political Science (New Yorkt Holt. Rinehart and "inston.
IW, p. k.
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does not change because human nature is constant, but
government, which is the composite of institutions of civil
society, does change and differs from one society to
another.
The character of the Governmental institutions of a
society differs as the means and ends of societies differ.
The ends relate to an ideal ordering that embodies the
ideas and ideals of a particular society.

The means relate

to the attempted ordering of societies* processes and
relationships in accordance with their ends.

As ButE says»

It is these ideas, ideals and objectives that
guide a society's individual and collective
political behavior and ^ecome embodied in its
political lnstitutions.*The quest for democratic ideas is a quest for the
particular character of American Governmental institutionsj
for the underlying presuppositions of American political
lifej for the ideas and Ideals that make up the philosophy
of American democracy.

The ideas of the American society

are embodied in its political institutions and determine
its means and ends.
The Declaration of Independence contains the
essential ideas of American democracy.

Andrew Scott says,

it is "a splendid statement of the natural rights phi
losophy and then goes on to develop some of its revolu
tionary implications,"3
2Ibid,,

p. 10,

3scott, p, 46,

Xn the Declaration of Independence

6
one finds the essential democratic creed or philosophy of
government,

Although the Declaration of Independence ms

meant as a rationale

for revolution, this Intent does not

detract from the fact that the document is the embodiment
of the credo of most Americans.
The famous sentences at the beginning of the
Declaration of Independence sot forth the fundamental ideas
of the American society.

In accord with the law of nature

and of nature's Godi
We hold these truths to be self-evident that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by
the Creator with certain unalienable rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of
Happinessi that to secure these rights, Govern
ments are instituted among Ken, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed.
That whenever any form of government becomes
destructive, it is the Bight of the People to
alter or to abolish it and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such prin
ciples and organizing its powers In such form as
to them shall seem most likely to effect their
Safety and Happiness,
Two ideas undergird all that the Declaration of
Independence proclaims.

The first is the idea of the "con

sent of the governed" and the second is that a just govern
ment exists to secure "certain unalienable rights,"
Consent is the embodiment of the Idea of equality which
Harry Jaffa identifies as "the principle of principles" of
our institution, the political creed which we term
democracy,^
^fiarry V. Jaffa, Equality and Libertyi
Theory and
Practice in American Politics (New Yorkt
Oxford University
Fress, 19&5J» p.
Hereafter is cited as Jaffa.
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In keeping with this idea, de Toequeville says that the
natural rights of all men are drawn from the natural
equality of all men.^

Equality Is the underlying value of

our democratic institutions.

This principle does not state

that all men are equal in Intellectual capacity or strength
or beauty,

It means something more.

It means that all

men are equal because they are men, and hold a universal
manhood in the eyes of God or the law of nature, whichever
one prefers.
Liberty is based on the concept of the rights of
men and is co-equal with the idea of equality,

Toequeville

says men cannot become completely equal unless completely
free, "consequently equality, pushed to its furthest extent,
may be confounded with freedom, yet there is good reason
for distinguishing the one from the other.Equality and
liberty are "two different things," and yet they are "two
unequal things,"7
In his discussion of rights, de Toequeville suggests
that the classical notion of human excellence, or justice,
is derived from natural rights and amounts to the same
thing.

The idea of natural rights is simply the notion of

justice introduced into the real world.

Again, natural

^Marvin Zetterbaura, Alexis de Toequeville, in
History of Political Philosophy, ed, Leo Strauss and Joseph
Gropsey (Chicago! Hand McNally and Company, 1963), p, 677,
Hereafter is cited as Strauss and Cropsey.
Yorki

^Alexis de Toequeville, Democracy in Amerloa (New
Vintage Books, 1962), II, p, 100,
7ibid.
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rights of all men in the American society derives from the
natural equality of all raen.^
After the general idea of virtue, I know no
higher principle than that of rights § or rather
these two ideas are united in one. The idea of
right is simply that of virtue introduced into
the political world.9
At the time of the writing of the Declaration of
Independence the appeal of our forefathers had shifted from
arguments over privileges drawn from their charters and the
rights that should be guaranteed them as Englishmen, to
arguments about rights based on the "fundamental law."
Thus, the appeal shifted from arguments based on the line
of man, or positive law, to the law of nature.

In The

Farmer Refuted. 1775, Hamilton spoke of the law of nature
which is derived from God and on which the natural rights
of mankind rest.10
liberty.

Ultimately these are equality and

The law of nature, for the revolutionaries,

became the normative symbol to which the colonists
appealed, their natural rights being drawn from the
hypothesized law of nature.
In that man considered himself a rational creature,
he could appeal to the law of nature.

Although presuppos

ing reason in man, this appeal also affirmed self-interest.
In other words, rational man appealed to the law of nature
_

*

%trauss and Cropsey, p. 677.
9de Tocquevllle, p. 105.
^Alexander Hamilton, "The Farmer Refuted," in
Political Thought In America, ed. Andrew J. Scott, p. 52,
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in order to secure what he reckoned were his natural rights
in accordance with his interest.

Here we have the concept

of enlightened self-interest to which the whole of our
political system attests.

As Hamilton observed, man has

been endowed by the "Supreme Being" with rational faculties
by which he can discern and pursue things that are consis
tent with his Interest, and by the law of nature man has
been "invested with an inviolable right to personal liberty
and personal safety. "H
There can be no legitimate exercise of political
power in violation of rights of equality and liberty of all
men in the American society.
To usurp dominion over & people, in their own
despitei or to grasp at a more extensive power
that they are willing to entrusti is to violate
that law of nature, which gives every man a right
to his personal liberty\ and can, therefore, con
fer no obligation to obedience,12
As Jefferson wrote in his Notes on the State of Virginia.
1?82, "our rulers can have no authority over such natural
rights (equality and liberty), only as we have submitted to
them,"13
Government is instituted to secure these rights
which derive their Just powers from the consent of the
governed.

Ken entered into civil society by compact, and

by compact limited government "for the security of the
11Ibid.
12Ibid.

13Thomas Jefferson, "Notes on the State of Virginia,"
in Political Thought in America, ed. Andrew J. Scott, p. 98*
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absolute rights"!^ of man.

In that society is natural to

men, these rights are mutual rights and obligations which
men naturally recognize.
The Declaration of Independence assumes an active
and self-reliant society which shapes, rather than is
shaped by government action. This society is capable of
"spontaneous organization in time of

need,"15

paine

clearly illustrates the negative view of government.
Society is produced by our wants and government by
our wickednesst the former promotes our happiness
positively by iwilting our affections, the latter
negatively by restraining our vices. The one
encourages intercourse, the other creates distinc
tions .... Society in every state is a bless
ing, but government even in its best state is but
a necessary evil, in its worst state an intolerable
one , , ,lo
In accordance with this negative view of government,
the Declaration of Independence goes on to acknowledge that
when "any form of government becomes destructive, it is the
Eight of the People to alter or to abolish it and to insti
tute new Government," This again acknowledges the fact
that the people are sovereign and that government rests on
their consent, Whenever the government violates the rights
of the people they have recourse to rebellion.
Equality and liberty are the embodiment of our
^Hamilton, "The Parmer Refuted," in Political
Thought in America, ©d. Andrew J. Scott, p. 5^*
*5a. D, Lindsay, The Modern Democratic otate (Mew
YorkJ Oxford University Press, 1962), p. 12^. Hereafter is
cited as Lindsay, MPS.
l^Thomas Paine, "Common Sense," in Political Thought
in America, ed* Andrew J. Scott, p. 81,
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democratic ideas.

In the seoular sphere they have their

expression in the concepts of Natural Law and Natural
Rights.

And drawn from these have developed ideas of con

sent and limited government, for ours is a government of,
by and for the people,

12

CHAJPTEH II

PTJHIT&NISHI

BASIS KM GENESIS

Historical Development
Medieval political theory was premised on the
fundamental assumption of the supremacy of law over
personal authority.

As long as this assumption was held

the medieval synthesis of Church and State, that of one
law, the law of God, remained intact.

The medieval world

could think of itself as a supra-state authority, a uni
versal ordering of all Christendom with all individuals,
King and Hope, subject to the moral law.

But as Lindsay

says, "The defect of the medieval synthesis was that the
fundamental law on which it was based was a law which could
not be changed by a lav,'-making body."^

In the absence of

legal power the supremacy of law over individuals can main
tain itself only in conditions that are relatively static,
in a situation in which custom and tradition are the
unquestioned rule.

The synthesis became more and more

untenable with the passage of time and by the sixteenth
century, under pressure of social and economic changes, the
situation was brought to a head.2
The tempo of change was nowhere more evident than
in England.

With the reign of Eenry VIII, the break

^-Lindsay, MPS, p. 67.
2Ibld..

p. 68.
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occurredt the medieval synthesis was dissipated.

Henry's

reign can be characterized as a protest against the various
restraints which had heretofore limited the emergence of a
3trong state.

Henry's reign Introduced a new concept of

political obligation, that of sovereignty, and along with
this, divine right of Icings.

With this new concept "all

the religious authority which had been behind law and
church was transferred to the King."3 w i t h Henry V I I I
began the development of a new philosophy of the state, one
in which it was asserted»
That there could be no properly conducted state
without the acknowledged authority of one will,
controlling and supreme over all other wills in
the state, the source of all law, uncontrolled
by any limitations.^
The Reformation gave impetus to the doctrine of
divine right of kings.

The Protestant reformers espoused

the doctrine of the absolute authority of the kings against
the absolute authority of the Pope.

In England, Henry VIII

became progressively allied with the Protestants against
the Pope and established new church traditions.

This seems

paradoxical if not viewed in the correct perspective
because Henry never considered himself a Protestant, nor
did he have leanings in that direction.

He was forced into

aligning himself with Protestant sentiment because of his
need for support against the papacy.

But the fact remains

that this strong Catholic fashioned the break with Rome and
3lbld., p. 73

**Ibia.. p. 7 2 .

n*
was responsible for making any further reconciliation
highly improbable.

It is doubtful that Henry himself

realised the effect his polities were to have on his
country.
Henry moved in response to the conditions in which
he found himself.

As he pressed for his famous divorce

from Katherine of Aragon, he "severed more and more of the
ties that bound the country to Rome."5 Alienated from the
Catholics, Henry courted the Reformers who with good reason
supported him in his policies toward Rome,

As Knappen

says, "The list of those who supported the King at this
time reads like the roll of the future Anglican episco
pate, "6
After the Pope failed to grant his divorce, Henry
took over political control of the church,

Henry deemed

this a safe move because England was ready for changes in
the church.

Hew social and economic forces as a result of

the influences of the Renaissance had already created a
critical spirit in many of the English people, evidenced by
a strong anti-papal and anti-clerical feeling,

Henry took

advantage of this critical split and sought to accumulate a
feeling in his fight with the Pope,
5M. K, Knappen, Tudor Puritanism (Gloucester,
Massachusettsj Peter Smith, 1963), P. 51. Hereafter is
cited as Knappen.
6lbid.. p. 36.
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Long before the time of Henry VIII, opposition
to papal intervention In English affaire other
than spiritual had become traditional in
England.7
Through the Reformation parliament (1529-1536)#

th®

King and those who were in accord with his objectives,
united in promoting the separation of the Church of England
from Home, By the close of 153^, the Parliament had
enacted legislationi
, , . prohibiting appeals to the papal court,
stopping all payments from the English clergy
to the Pope, arranging for the King to exercise
the power of confirming ecclesiastical appoint
ments and other powers previously wielded by
the Pone, and declaring the King without quali
fication to the supreme head of the English
church•8
Henry secured the support of the influential olass
in the court by dissolving monasteries and sharing the
spoils with this landed gentry. This move placed the
gentry at one with the interests of the Kingi both now
shared an interest in the continued suppression of the
papacy.
Henry*s actions were purely political as he set out
to break the power of the Catholic clergy.

"He seized

their wealth. He sanctioned attacks on their shrines and
relics and even on their doctrine of purgatory."9

While

doing this he remained a strong Catholic,
?W, E. Lunt, History of England {New fork: Harper
and Bow, 1959)# p. 309*1 Hereafter is cited as Lunt.
8Ibid.,

p. 311.

9Knappen, p. 33*
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With the genesis of the Anglican church the only
significant structural change was in the church's headship.
Henry took the place of the Pope and became supreme in
religious matters.
in doctrine.

The Angliean church remained the same

Nevertheless Henry VIII was forced to

initiate certain changes in worship and theology due to
political expediency.
The doctrines of purgatory and worship of the
saints is greatly modified. Worship of the
saints is greatly modified in the direction of
of Protestantism. The cults of relics, images
and pilgrimages were discouraged. Most of the
old religious ceremonies were retained, but the
people were to be taught their meaning. They
were also to have access to Bibles in their own
language.^0
With the breaking of the old synthesis, and the
establishment of a new political doctrine, the secular
state under the direction of a sovereign King, the Protes
tant cause was established in England,

Although Henry's

measures of church reform were motivated by political con
siderations, he did promote the Protestant cause.

Though

he had no love for the Protestants he was forced into an
alliance because of necessity.

Knowing this, the Protes

tants were uncomfortable in this alliance and were not
particularly disheartened by Henry's death.

A statement by

Thomas Wertenbaker can best express the popular sentiment
of the Protestants toward Henry.
It was not only with intense relief but with a
sense of triumph that the reformers greeted the
10Ibid.,

p. 51.
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news in 15^3 of Henry's death and the succession
to the throne of the youthful Edward VI.H
During the reign of Edward VI, 15**7~53»

aa<l«

, • . under his liberal bishops, Cranmer, Bidley,
Hooper, and Latimer, the English Reformation
developed rapidly in the direction of the Calvlnlstic movement of the Continent.!2
By the Act of Uniformity, all churches were to use the new
prayer book which had been produced by Archbishop Cranmer.
The new prayer book was decidedly Protestant in its lean
ings, "The prayer book represented the first step in the
introduction into the English church of Protestant doc
trines, though it did not go far in that direction."13
In 1552»

a

second Act of Uniformity was issued, and

a second prayer book was adopted. This prayer book was
even more Protestant than the first. The second Act of
Uniformity reflected Calvinistic influences markedly.
With the succession to the throne of the youthful
Edward VI ... a new wave of lconoclasm swept
over (England) marked by the smashing of stained
glass windows, the whitewashing of murals, the
taking down of altars and the destruction of
images .... Many church ceremonies were
abrogatedi and with the approval of th® Convoca
tion of 15^7 and of Parliament, scores of priests
married,1^
With the death of Edward, the accession of "the
llWertenbaker, p. 17.
l2Perry, p. 68.
13Lunt, p. 319.
l^ertenbaker, p. 1?.
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Roman Catholic Mary came like a sentence of doom."15 Mary
had one objective in mind, and that was to return England
to Catholicism. She forced Parliament to restore religious
practices to what they were at the death of her father.
She also forced Parliament to repudiate all the changes
that had been made during Edward's reign.With her
accession an era of violent persecution befell all who
would not accept the Catholic restoration. The persecu
tions cost Mary every vestige of her popularity with the
majority of the people and, consequently, defeated the end
for which she was striving. Because of Mary's methods,
many subjects who had accepted the papal restoration
loyally, became Increasingly alienated from her.
So abhorrent were these executions to the people
that it was extremely difficult to have the burn
ings carried into effect, and had a leader of
distinction appeared among them, the whole east
(of England) would probably have burst into
rebellion.1?
A large number of the English clergy, who refused
to accept the changes brought by Mary had lost their
parishes and feared retaliation.
nent,18

They fled to the conti

Unwittingly, Mary thus provided the Impetus for

these more sealous Protestants to come under the influence
15ibid»,

p. 331.

l^Lunt, p. 329.
l?¥ertenbaker, p. 18.
l^Earle E. Cairns, Christianity Through the Cen
turies (Grand Rapids, Michigan! Zondervan Publishing
Souse", I96I), p. 360. Hereafter is cited as Cairns.
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of reformers such as Calvin and Zwingli.
The exiles settled in different religious centers
on the continent,

Some settled in Geneva, others in

Zurich, Basle and Strasbourg.

Bach group of the exiles,

influenced by the area in which they settled, took on a
slightly different view of the changes they wished in their
home churches.

Consequently, when return was made possible

by Elizabeth's ascension to the throne, each group desired
somewhat different reforms.^
The clerics could not decide on a united front.
Seme of the exiles wanted a complete change in the struc
ture of the church.

Others "looked back to the Protestant

ism of Edward VI and of the Second Prayer Book, and asked
only to put an English face upon the church."20 Since the
exiles could not decide on the degree of reform they
desired Elizabeth to initiate, they could get no guarantee
from the Queen about what she planned to do.

They could

only hope things would work out.
The exiles who had set del in Geneva were by far the
most zealous of the English clergy.
the influence of Calvin and ted
workings of this theocracy.

They had come under

personally witnessed the

These churchmen became

*9villiaa teller,
Liberty and Reformation in the
Puritan Revolution (Sew Yorkl Columbia University Press,
196?), pp, 1-9. Hereafter is cited as teller,
LB.
20Wallace

Notestein, The English People on the Eve
of Colonization (New York* Harper and How, 1962), p. 14-8.
Hereafter is''cited as Notestein.
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thoroughly convinced of the necessity of instituting the
same type of reform they had seen in Geneva.
There in Geneva, English Protestant churoilmen,
when driven fro$a home by the vicissitudes of
domestic religious polities, bad found congenial
refuge. There they had seen what appeared to be
Utopia founded on the word of God,21
"When death claimed the unhappy Mary, churchmen
returned to their native land fired with the spirit of the
Crusaders, to spread the gospel of Calvinism.1,22

The

Elizabethan Settlement was a grave disappointment to the
returning clergy.

There was much to be reformed.

The turmoil of the three preceding reigns had left
the income, property and organization, the authority
and prestige, the learning and the morality of the
church in confusion and decay,23
The new Queen was interested in consolidating her own
position, a position that was reminiscent of the supremacy
of Eenxy VIII.

As a result, she took a middle-of-the-road

position on church reform somewhere between the Protestant
and the Catholic views.2
Elizabeth's church reform pleased no one.

The

episcopal organization of the church was retained along
with many of the medieval rituals,

The revision of the

Edwardian prayer book retained many features of the first
2iWllliam

Haller, The Rise of Puritanism (New Yorki
Harper and Brothers, 1937), p.
Hereafter"Is cited as
Haller, HP.
22Wertenbaker,
23Baiier,
2^Knappen,

p. 1?,

HP, p. 8.
p. 168.
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Edwardian book, such as prayers for the dead, the use of
crosses, processions and vestments. The majority of
Protestant churchmen accepted the reforms with some mis
givings, Even the most conservative of the Queen's
Protestant leaders gave a very cool reception to these
changes which did not go far enough to fully suit even
them. It is apparent that the Queen stood even farther to
the right than most of her conservative non-Roman clergy.
Many of her clergy had to strain their consciences to work
with her,
Parker threatened passive disobedience in order to
forestall measures against married clergy, using
the Puritan cry, 'We ought to obey God rather than
man.* Even Cox refused at one time to officiate
in her chapel because of its ornaments.25
The Queen seems to have feared the implications of
the doctrines of more radical reformers, those who had
accepted the Calvinlstlc principles most fully. The
natural extension of their doctrine brought the absolutism
of the English state into question. As Lindsay saysj
The doctrine of the divine right of kings had been
largely the product of Protestantism, putting for
ward the absoluteness of the king against the
absoluteness of the Pope. The further development
of Protestantism in the Puritan sects destroyed lt.*-°
These Protestants with their strict Calvinist
influence felt a complete cleansing of the English church
was in order. They desired the reorganization of the
English church on the Genevan model.
25ibld.,

p. 171.

26Hndsay.

MPS, pp. 7*1-75.

This meant that the

22

church was to be under the direction of God rather than the
Queen.

They preachedi

. • . that the one sure guide for the State as well
as for the individual was the Bible, that civil
government, while separate from the Church, should
be in the hands of godly men who would give religion
their hearty support and suppress error.27
One can easily see the effect this type of doctrine, if
allowed to spread, would have on the character of the
political Institutions In England. As a result the reform
ers had not particularly endeared themselves to the Queen.
The approach of some was rather obnoxious, as for instance
John Knox, whose "name was most odious at Court.In his
Summary of the Proposed Second Blast of the Trumpet he
implied active resistance, when he said thats
Neither can othe nor promesse bynd any such
people to obey and malntein Tyiantes against
God . . .
But if either rashely they have promoted any
manifest wicked personne, or yet ignorantly have
chosen such a one, as after declareth himself
unworthie of regiment above the people of God , • .
moste justely may the same men depose and punlshe
him . • ,29
Inasmuch as the state and the church were under one
authority, the forces that were at play were as much
political as they were religious. Elizabeth had to proceed
2?N'ertenbaker,

p. 18.

23G.

P. Gooch, English Democratic Ideas In the
Seventeenth Century (New Yorkt Harper and Bow, Publishers,
1959)# p. 38* Hereafter is cited as Gooch.
29john

Khox, "Summary of the Proposed Second Blast
of the Trumpet," in The Works of John Knox, ed. David Laing
(New Yorki AMS Press, Inc., 1966), IV, p. 5^0.
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very cautiously as she reconciled the politics of the
state church with the divided and changing sentiments of
the people.
The crown was at one and the same time supreme
in matters temporal and in matters spiritual and
ecclesiastical, so that whenever the royal pre
rogatives were asserted, religious dissent became
indistinguishable from civil sedition. There
must be 'uniformity,* otherwise there would be
no common church and no state controli but this
uniformity must not be too rigid lest it violate
not only conscience and religious conviction but
the Englishmen's constitutional liberties.3®
The Acts of Supremacy and Uniformity were passed to
insure the authority and control of the church by the
Queen.

The Acts of Supremacy affirmed the royal authority

over the episcopal hierarchy.

The Acts of Uniformity pre

scribed uniformity of worship and imposed penalties upon
any minister who did not conform.

These acts were strict

in tone, but they were, on the whole, leniently enforced
throughout Elizabeth's reign.
But 'heresies, errors, schisms, abuses, offences,
contempts and enormities* continued, and were
overlooked even within the Anglican ministry.
The substitution of tables for alters, the wear
ing of copes and surplices, 'making the cross in
the child's forehead' in the sacrament of baptism
. . . these and like matters were to the reformers
questions of conscience and Scripture, on which
they did not hesitate to challenge the authorities
of the church and state,3i
Elizabeth's strategy amounted to the playing off of
one group against the other, never alienating a significant

30periy, p. 68.
31jbld.
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portion of her support, all the while strengthening her
own position as sovereign with everything linked in an
ordered hierarchy downward. The class structure was
regarded as part of the divine arrangementi
The political structure was equally sanctified,
and the King and all the subordinate authorities
of state from privy councilors to petty constables
were members of the hierarchy of power.32
Naturally, such a system allowed no place for government
which had its ultimate source in popular will. In this
context popular will would not be order, but anarchy. The
organization of the church with Its archbishops and bishops
followed the requirements of state, and fitted into the
same scheme.33
The Puritan Kind
The division of Protestantism resulted from the .
peculiar history of the Reformation in England. A large
number of the English Protestants were governed by politi
cal rather than by religious motives.
They felt a nationalistic resentment of the pre
tensions of the papacy and an anti-clericalism
that ranged from high-principled distrust of
priestly privileges to a frankly sordid coveting
of ecclesiastical property.3^
To the Protestants of this cut, the Catholic doctrine and
worship were objectionable only as far as they supported the
32Notestein, p. 29,
33ibid.
3**Perry, p. 33.
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papal claims,

"Otherwise they commended themselves, on

grounds of tradition, habit, and a spirit of moderation" to
the historical church,35

These saw the wisdom of support

ing, or at least accepting, the new Anglican church of
Elizabeth.
Others, however, who were more radical in their
desire for reform, and impatient with the Stueen's com
promises, began to draw together in opposition.

They

demanded that reform be accomplished immediately,36

Those

who desired a complete purification of all Bomanism in the
church became known as Puritans.
Calvinism was the main seed-ground of the Puritan
movement.
trines i

The Calvlnistic creed was drawn from two doc
predestination and election.

By predestination

God selects those individuals who are to be savedj salva
tion does not come by individual effort but rather by the
grace of God.

The idea of predestination leads to the

concept of election.

Not all individuals are predestined,

but rather only a few.

Those that have been predestined

by God to election cannot resist being saved no matter
what their actions.

And once elected an individual cannot

again fall from grace.

The doctrines of predestination and

election generated conflicting tendencies.
First, and most dominant, from 1570 to about 1730,
was a reforming spirit, a zeal for righteousness to the
35Ibid.

36Baller, HP» p. 9.
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point of coercing all Into at least a righteousness of
form. But later, as division grew within the Puritan
ranks, an acknowledgement of Christian liberty of con
science, or the right for each believer to a communication
with God, emerged with an active searching for the truth,
not just by scriptural exegesis but by a rational and
experimental approach.
The Calvinistic doctrine of the Puritans fostered
an idea that A. S. P. Woodhouse calls the "holy community."
The holy community was made up of the body of elect or
believers who had the special unction of God, This idea of
a holy community, the body of elect, even with its later
divergent application, gives one a working definition of
Puritanism in both its social and political aspects.3?
In keeping with the idea of a holy community the
Puritans viewed the world as a twofold system, "a scheme
of nature and a scheme of

"3®

Grace,

These two schemes were

interrelated in that God was the creator and the ruler of
both, and also "because they had a common subject-matter in
man, and a common object, the
simple1

"39

good,

dichotomy was

men of the world belonged to the natural order

while the elect belonged also to the order of grace.**0

God

37A, S, P. Woodhouse (ed.), Puritanism and Liberty
(New York» Harper and Brothers, 1957)» p. 9. Hereafter is
cited as Woodhouse,
38ibld.. p. 39.
39rbid.

**°Ibld.
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was the lawgiver of the two orders and thus the Bible
became the source of God's laws.

As God conversed with

men through his revealed Word, the Bible was to be studied
in operation of His providence.

By diligent application to

scriptural exegesis, God's providence could be seen in the
workings of the natural world,***
In their scriptural exegesis, the Puritans were
not ant1-rational.
humanists.

As the Anglicans, the Puritans were

They were students of the recently revived and

rediscovered classical literature, and they shared in the
relnvlgorating of mind and spirit which that literature
inspired in Western Europe.
From the evidence afforded by Puritan sermons
and polemics, it seems clear that the tendency
of the humanist culture was to accentuate the
element of rationalism, to enlarge the sphere of
competence of the natural reason even when not
inspired with God's special grace.^2
As division grew within the Puritan ranks, the tendency
toward rationalism ranged from "extremes of voluntarism and
obscurantism to almost pure rationalism."^3

Given the

differences in the temper of mind within the body of
believers, a rational trend was evident within the total
movement.
, . , whatever the avowed attitude, their tacit
reliance in the exposition of dogma and text was
on logical thoughti no one was ever more insistent
^Iperry Miller and Thomas Johnson (ed.), The Purltans (New Yorki Harper and Row, 1963), P* 10.
^2Ibid., p. 21.
**3woodhouse, p. *H.
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on hearing a reason for the faith that was in
you.W
The emphasis on scripturlsra, combined with a
rational approach, led to another mod© of learning.

This

was based on a religious experience in which Individuals
listened to others' experiences and as a result were
edified and impressed,

Woodhouse relates thati

, , . the exposition of dogma and test make their
claim upon reason, but in these experiences imagi
nation and emotion have their playt the Puritan
imagination is fired, and the passions necessary
to great, and sometimes desperate enterprises, are
kindled. And there is a community of feeling no
less important than Intellectual argumenti this,
too, religious experience, enjoyed in common fos
ters ,^5
This soripturalism, combined with a measure of
rationalism, plus the ingredient of experience all com
bined to inspire the prime objective of the movement—
reform in the church.

This universal objective had a

determining effect on the Puritan temper in that, as a
result, the Puritan mind was more active than contempla
tive.

The Puritan was interested in actual and immediate

reform in the English church,

As Richard Baxter said, "It

is action that God is most served and honoured by."^6
There is such abundance of difficulties in our
way as to the exercising of discipline, from the
range of the censured, the backwardness of our
flesh to such ungrateful works, and suffering
^Ibid.
^5ibid.
^Richard Baxter, "Christian Directory," in
Puritanism, ed. A, 3. P, Woodhouse, p, kk.
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which must be expected, etc., that you have no need
to stand hampering ministers, and restraining them.
Do all that you can to drive them on, and it will
be too little» we are certain of this, by too sad
experience,^?
Even though the Puritans were addicted in a degree to
experiential religion, they were "often deficient in the
higher and more disinterested kinds of mysticism."**®

When

John Milton, for instance dealt with spiritual concepts like
Christian liberty, he treated them less from the contempla
tive than from the active sphere.
. • • that the state of religion under the Gospel
is far differing from what it was under the Law.
Then was the state of rigour, childhood, bondage,
and worksi to all which force was not unbefitting.
Now is the state of grace, manhood, freedom, and
faithj to all which belongs willingness and reason,
not force. The Law was then written on tables of
stone, and to be performed according to the letter,
willingly or unwillinglyi the Gospel, our new
covenant, upon the heart of every believer, to be
interpreted only by the sense of charity and inward
persuasion.^9
As division grew within the Puritan ranks, reform
within the English church becoming an Impossible goal, the
Puritan temper leaned toward experlmentalism.

This tend

ency toward experlmentalism was not evidenced within the
whole body of elect but was evident only in»
. . • those sections of the party which conceived
that the necessary point of compromise between
**?Rlchard Schlatter, Hichard Baxter and Puritan
Politics (New Jerseyi Rutgers University Press, 1957)»
P. 53.
**®Woodhouse, p. kb,
^John Milton, "Of Civil Power in Ecclesiastical
Causes," in Puritanism and Liberty, ed, A. S. p. Woodhouse, p. 22W,
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the Ideal and the demands of actual life had not
yet been reached.50
With reform In the world impossible, many Puritans with
drew into their own holy community, uncontaminated by the
world, to pursue their ideal of perfection.

The Bible

remained God's word revealed, but in keeping with the
application of rational inquiry, there was room for pro
gressive comprehension, and progressive interpretation in
the quest for the ideal, God's truth.

Hilton says in

Areopagitica that discussion can minister to the truth and
to agreement in the truth and thati
God used (man) not to (be) captive under a
perpetual childhood, of prescription, but trusts
him with the gift of reason to be his own
chooser • • ,5l
Division within the Holy Community
Until 15?0» the main objections of the Puritans had
been directed against the continued use in the liturgy of
"popish" ritual and vestments.

With the accession of

Thomas Cartwright as professor at Cambridge, the attack was
broadened.

Cartwright became the chief spokesman of the

Puritan cause, delineating his position in his Book of
Discipline.

First of all, he made the usual declaration

against the Impurity of the church.

He desired a reform

50v;oodhouse, p.
51John Milton, "Areopagltica," in John Milton's
Complete Poems and Major Prose, ed. Merritt T. Hughes (New
York* Odyssey Press, 1957), P« 72?.
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of the church to be made on the basis of the Bible which
would stand alone without the support of the historic
Catholic church.
directions.

He attacked the Anglican church from two

First he attaoked the concept that the Church

Fathers were as important as scriptural authority.

Sec

ondly, he desired to rid the church of all Roman relics.
One must look to the Scriptures, which lay down a rule of
church government, as well as all church traditions,

That

scriptural rule was not episcopacy, as Elizabeth had set up
in the English church, but presbyterlanism.
Cartwrlght firmly asserted that Calvin would have
supported him in his findings that presbyterlanism, rather
than episcopacy, was the true form of church government.
That fact is that Calvin never said that he was in favor of
a particular form of church government.

In presbyterlan

ism, the ministers are chosen by their congregations.

The

election of ministers carries with it strong democratic
implications.

Cartwrlght accepted this for® of government

and "thought that the many were better Judges of a person's
qualifications than the one,"

He noted, with approval, the

principle of the cannon law and of parliament!

"that which

concerns all should be approved by all."^2
With the adoption of presbyterlanism as the true
form of church government, what Ernst Troeltsch calls the
"church-ideal" cones Into full focus.
Since in dealing with one's fellow-men at least,
52Knappen, p. 327,

it is impossible to distinguish outwardly the
elect from th© reprobate, everyone is to be con
sidered and exhorted as belonging to the elect,
while on the other hand the reprobates, at least
outwardly, are to be disciplined by the church,
to prevent them from becoming a stumbling block,
and in order that, outwardly at least, they may
give glo*y to God. Both groups are to be included
in an ecclesiastical civil commonwealth, arid are
to be kept in the fear of God by the state and by
the church.53
This meant that the ideal of reorganisation of the church
was premised on a "uniformity and order that was based upon
the will of a godly people and maintained with the support
of a godly civil state."5^

As God's elect they were seek

ing to impose their will upon society and to require an
outward conformity to their standards,

Clinton Rossiter

writes that»
In advocating reform, they had not the slightest
intention of permitting any deviation whatsoever
from Presbyterian doctrine and discipline once
established. Their ideal was the Augustinian and
Calvinistio ideal of the church and th© city of
God, the kingdom of Christ on earth, the divinely
inspired organ of spiritual life in human society,
having reciprocal relations with the rulers of
this world but acting in complete independence
of their authority.55
In order to realize the ideal of a presbyterian
form of church government, the Puritans needed support from
the people.

They began proselyting and in their vigor,

began preaching a doctrine that placed emphasis on the
53Ernst Trollsch, The Social Teaching of the
Christlan Churches (New Yor£» Harper and Row, I960), Vol.
II. p. 59-3. Hereafter is cited as Trolls ch,
5^Bailer, Bp, p. 173.
55ibid., p. 14.
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Individual conscience and equality of all people, not only
Inside "but outside the body of elect. The Puritan leader
ship was understandably seeking to expand its ranks by
making their doctrine more palatable to all individuals but
in so doing, consequences were generated which went beyond
their control. As William Bailer saysi
The immediate result was that, In the hope of
establishing ultimately their cherished scheme
of uniformity, they spent two generations preach
ing a doctrine and a way of life which promoted
active individual religious experience and
expression, promoted it much faster than means
oould be found to control or direct it»5o
The new tactics of the Puritans were to prove
unsuccessful, for Elizabeth was able to continue her policy
of compromise. As centrifugal forces developed in the ranks
of the Puritans, the Queen was able to promote division and
the Presbyterians never became a strong enough influence in
Parliament to accomplish their desired reforms.

The

Puritans had attempted to set up presbyterianlsm first,
having faith that the preachers would then render the
people godly enough to govern the presbytery. Because they
reversed the pattern in setting up government, converting
the people and trusting in God to bring about Presbyterian
reform before they had self-governing ability, the result
was disastrous to the whole Puritan movement.
The initiative fell to the individual Puritan
minister.

The minister became the chief pundit of doctrine

56ibid., p. 173
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and anything else with which he chose to concern himself.
The majority of ministers did their best to moderate the
disruptive Implications of their doctrines. They believed
that heresy and schism should be firmly repressed. But
they were powerless to control the logical development of
the doctrine they were preaching which nurtured an experi
mental spirit and affirmed that "any man might be a saint
and that the mark of the saint was that he obeyed his own
conscience at any cost."57

The Holy Spirit could reveal

the truth to an individual through the written or spoken
word. All an individual had to do, regardless of educa
tion, background or any other triviality, was to search,
trusting nothing but his own untutored notions.
The result was the generation of a minority of
dissenters. This minority received its direction from
ministers who became disenchanted with the failure of the
orthodoxy, and were the expression of a more or less
extreme and eccentric phase of the Puritan passion for
church reform. As Bailer says, the Puritan reformer did
not resign himself to predestination but identified himself
with God. His will was God's will, his plan God's plan,
his enemies God's enemies, and his eventual success was
certain because his work was God's work and could not
fail.58

By these more "enthusiastic" Puritan preacher57ibid.
58ibia.. p. 192.
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reformers the sect-ideal was generated. This ideal is
characterized by Troeltsch as am
. . . attempt to constituting its , , , church as
a church of professing believers, of constituting
its unity of church ... as a Christian society
in the strict sense of the personal faith and
character of each individual member,59
The sect-ideal took form in Puritan independency
and separatism. Both of these parties stressed an experi
mental spirit holding to the concept of Christian liberty
of conscience and an equality of the body of believers.
As A, D. Lindsay says, this was "an equality of a society
in which all count» and in which all are recognized to
have different

rights."6°

Both of these parties adopted Congregationalism
as their form of church government. The Independent congregationallsts placed emphasis on what they called the
"gathered" church, and stressed their independence from
the authority of the established church and the Puritan
presbyterlan organization, though they never formally
separated from the church.

The separatists were more

radical and were the fullest expression of the idea of the
body of elect separating itself from the world. This group
openly broke with all church ties.

They held, as did the

independents, that all ecclesiastical authority sprang
from the body of believers and thati
59Trollsch, pp. 622-623.
6oLindsay,

MDS, p. 6.
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The visible church was an aggregation of believers
who make open avowal of their faith and organize
voluntarily for the purpose of Instruction, edifica
tion and worship.6l
The independent congregatlonalist, because they
never formally separated from the established church, did
not encounter a great deal of persecution. This was not
the case with the separatists.

They had broken formally

with the church and as a consequence, had to rely on the
solidarity of their membership for security. Because of
this open break, the implications of the equalitarianlsm
of the Calvinlstic Puritan doctrine were carried to a
logical conclusion.
The separatists emphasized a personal religious
experience and Individual spiritual life as the pre
requisites for church membership. The idea of a covenant
provided the logic for organization.

Through their

covenant, "they bound themselves in loyalty to Christ and
one another apart from a state church."^2

The covenant

cemented the bond between the body of believers. This
covenant came from God since the congregation derived its
authority directly from God.
Any company of true believers associating them
selves together could constitute a Church of
Christ by making a solemn covenant with God and
with each other.63
perry, p. 105.
62cairns, p. 366.
63wertenbaker, p. 19.
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The first exponent in England of the congregational
covenant was Robert Browne, whose True and Short Declara
tion of the Gathering and Joining Together of Certain
Persons relatesj
A covenant was made and their mutual consent was
given to hold together. There were certain chief
points proved unto them by the scripturesi all of
which being particularly rehearsed . . . they
agreed upon them, and pronounced their agreement
to each thing particularly, saying, 'To this we
give our consent.' First therefore they gave
their consent to join themselves to the Lord in
one covenant and fellowship together and to keep
and seek agreement under his laws and government
.... Further they agreed of those which should
teach them . . . whom they allowed and did choose
as able and meet for that charge .... Likewise
an order was agreed on for . • . the lawfulness of
putting forth questions to learn the truth, as, if
anything seemed doubtful and hard, to require some
to show it more plainly, or for any to show it
himself and cause the rest t o understand i t . . . .
Again it was agreed that any might protest, appeal,
complain, exhort, dispute, reprove, as he had
occasion, but yet in due order, which was then
also declared.^
The inner organization of the congregational
churches was necessarily democratic.

A. D. Lindsay suggests

that the congregation was "the school of democracy.
Congregationalism was motived by the "equal rights of all
true believers, owing to their knowledge of God's Word and
their privileged status, as the vehicles of God's grace."^6
^Robert Browne, "True and Short Declaration of the
Gathering and Joining Together of Certain Persons," in
Puritanism, ed. A. S. P. Woodhouse, p. 73*
D. Lindsay, The Essentials of Democracy (New
Yorkt Oxford University ress, 1929), pp. 11-2?. Here
after is cited as Lindsay, ED.
66Perry,

p. 107.
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There the humblest member might hear, and join in,
the debate, might witness the discovery of the
natural leader, and participate in that curious
process by which there emerges from the clash of
many minds a vision clearer and a determination
wiser than any single mind could achieve.$7
The sect-ideal emphasized liberty and equality but
it was only a liberty and equality of the body of
believers.

As long as their theological dogma remained

unimpaired these democratic characteristics meant little
or nothing to the natural order of men.

"The natural man

can claim no share in these privileges, whioh belong to a
higher order, the order of

grace."38

AS long as the order

of nature and the order of grace were considered together,
the superiority of the order of grace would always assert
itself within the Puritan congregation, the democratic
ideas of the covenant having application only for the holy
community.
Within the sects, clearly, a leveling principle of
great potency is at work. But what Christians
enjoy is an equality of superiority to other men.
To describe the congregation as a model democracy
in little, is true of the congregation considered
In itself. But considered in relation to the
world in which it subsists, it is an aristocracy
of grace,39
3?Llndsay, ED, pp. 11-27.
6%oodhouse, p. 59.
69jbid.,

p. 81.
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CHAPTER III

MIGRATION AND CIVIL SOCIETY
Reasons for Migration
In England the prospect for the reformed churches
looked very gloomy.

To the Puritans, the times seemed to

be growing worse and worse.

As John Wlnthrop said to his

wife, "I am very persuaded God will bring some heavy
affliction upon this land and that speedylye.To the
Puritans of the congregatlonalist brand, there was a
general fear that the corruption and evil of the age would
eventually pervade their own small society.

As a result

they began seriously considering fleeing to flew England to
escape the error and contamination of the established
church.
They were afraid to remain In a country where the
way of worship and of church government was neg
lected and discouragedi where they and their chil
dren might be led astray by false prophets; where
God's chosen people were a minority.2
As a result in 1629, a group of congregationallsts
obtained a Royal Charter from the king for the expressed
purpose of establishing a trading company in Massachusetts.
The Massachusetts Company or corporation was modeled on
^Quoted by Herbert L. Osgood in The American
Colonies in the Seventeenth Century (Gloucester, Massachu
setts t Peter Smith, 1957)# I» p»" 1^. Hereafter collec
tion of works is cited as Osgood, AC.
2Wertenbaker,

p. 208,

^0

that of the London Company. By this, the corporation was
an open body to which members could be added lndeflnitely.
Coupled with this, it was decided that the owners of stock
in the company would be the ones to go to Massachusetts.
In this manner, the government and the charter could be
taken to the colony of New England to remain permanently.
The first migrants had ownership of the company, and thus,
control of their own government.
The decision to migrate to New England was viewed
as a way of escape which had a divine approval. They con
sidered themselves a chosen people.

They felt that God

had revealed Himself and that the promise of a land far
from the sins and corruptions of the old world lay before
them. In this land their ideal of purity and perfection
could become a reality. Cotton Mather exemplifies this
feelingi
The ministers and Christians, by who New England
was first planted, were a chosen company of men,
picked out of perhaps, all the countries of Eng
land, and this by no human contrivance, but by a
strange work of God upon the spirits of men that
were, no ways, acquainted with one another, inspir
ing them as one man, to secede into a wilderness,
they knew not where.3
The intentions of the first Puritan immigrants are
best expressed by their governor la his Model! of Christian
Charity, which was written during the voyage from England.
Rather than founding a colony for profit, or in order that
3cotton Mather, "Magnalia,* in The Puritan Oli
garchy, Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker, p. 74.
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the power of the king might be increased, they had one
objective,
. • . for the worke wee have in hand, it is by a
smtuall consent through a speciall overruleing
providence, and a more then an ordinary approvation of the Churches of Christ to seek© out a
place of Cohabitation and Consorteshipp under a
due forme of Government both civill and ecclesi
astical,
By mutual consent, they were seeking a place where they
could live together under a dual form of government,

A

place where they could not only profess, but live their
Christian ideals,

"The care of the publlque must oversway

all private respects, by which not onely conscience, but
meare Civill policy doth blnde us,"

The reason for the

adventure was "the comforte and enorease of the body of
Christ© whereof wee are members,"5
Thus stands the cause betweene God and us, wee
are entered into Covenant with him for his worke,
wee have taken out a commission, the Lord hath
given us leave to draw© our owne Articles wee have
professed to enterprise these accions upon these
and these ends, wee have hereupon besought him of
favor and bleasingi Now if the Lord shall please
to hear© us, and bring us In peace to the place
wee desire, then hath hee ratified this Covenant
and sealed our Commission, and will expect a strict
performance of the Articles contained in it, but
if wee shall neglect the observaelon of these
Articles which are the ends wee have propounded,
and dissembling with out God, shall fall to embrace
this present world and prosecute our camall intenolons seekelng greate things for our selves and our
^John Winthrop, "A Kodell of Christian Charity,"
in The •'urltanst A Sourcebook of Their Writings, ed.
Perry Miller and Thomas Johnson (New Yorkt Harper Bow,
1965), P. 197.

5ibid.
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posterity, the Lord will surely breake out in
wrathe against us be revenged of such a periured
people and make us know the price of breaohe of
such a Covenant."
The decision to leave the comforts of England was
not premised, on any haphazard Judgment.

In their enter

prise, they had firmly in mind what they intended to do.
They were Intent on establishing a colony of a peculiar
religious and political type.

The government was to be

based on the covenant and sealed by the commission of the
people with a strict adherence to the professed principles
to which the people had bound themselves,
Puritan settlements
The coast of Massachusetts Bay offered any number
of hospitable places for settlement.

As a result seven

different settlements sprang into existence during the
first few months.

At first these settlements were estab

lished without the expressed authorization of the general
court, but soon the court began to name the settlements
and establish boundaries.

The court appointed constables

with appropriate powers to act in local situation, subject
to the control by the colonial government.''
The process for obtaining a grant of land seemed
relatively simple.

The new migrants would make their

choice, hand in their petition to the general court, and
6Ibld.,

p. 198.

7Osgood, AC, p, 151.
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would raceIra the charter for a new town.
The towns were organized in tight units. All the
structures were built around the church and meeting house.
This was a novel experiment! and in a limited sense, it
followed the plan of the English manor.

The people were

closely settled in one area with the land a short distance
away easily accessible to the townsmen.
Being the core of the agricultural village, the
town was the "religious, political and economic center of
all the activities" of the Puritans, The creation of the
agricultural village was at
. , . tribute to the foresight of Winthrop, or
Dudley, or Endicott, or whoever it was that
thought this matter through, for it became the
cornerstone of Puritan New England.®
Just exactly how much planning went into the origi
nal settlements and every subsequent settlement cannot be
established for sure. The significant thing here is that
a number of rather autonomous and self-sufficient towns,
with their adjacent field, were established. By an act of
the General Court of 1635, the autonomy was legally
accorded to each town.
Whereas particular towns have many things which
concern only themselves, it is therefore ordered
that the freemen of ©very town, or the major part
of them, shall only have power to dispose of their
own lands and woods, with all the privileges and
appurtenanoes of the said towns to grant lots and
make such orders as may concern the will ordering
of their own towns . . . to levy and distrain . . . .
®Wertenbaker, p.
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also to choose their own particular officers, as
constables, surveyors of highways and the like.9
The Civil Authority in the State
For the Puritan leaders, the task of establishing
the necessary governmental functions was not difficult in
that they already had their constitution.

Their constitu

tion was the charter of the corporation which had been
removed to the colony upon migration.

As a result, pro

vision was easily made for a legislative, executive and
judicial authority in keeping with the charter.
The officers who were elected in England to head
the company became the heads of the New England common
wealth.

In other words, the officers that made up the

general court of the company became the source of power in
the civil state in New England,

The governor was the head

of the general court and functioned In conjunction with the
assistants who were the elected officers under the governor.
Several years after the arrival of the first Puritans, a
third body was added to the general court,

This body con

sisted of the deputies and was co-equal to the assistants.
It is hereby declared that the General court . , .
is the chief civil power of this Commonwealth,
which only hath power to raise taxes upon the
whole country* and disoese of lands, . , . and
may act in all affairs of this Commonwealth accord
ing to suoh power, both in matters of Counsel,
making of Laws and matters of judicial, by impeach
ing and sentencing any person, or persons according
^Quoted by Herbert L, Osgood in The American
Colonies in the Seventeenth Century, p.

^5
to law, and by receiving and hearing any complaints
orderly presented against any person or Court,
The general court was a wholly elected body.

The

assistants, or magistrates, as they came to be called in
conjunction with their judicial authority, were elected by
the freemen.

The freemen included those individuals who

had the franchise.

The deputies were also directly

elected by the freemen.

The governor was not subject to

popular election but was appointed from the body of assist
ants by them.
The status of freemen was granted by the general
court.

Those people in New England who had this status

were entitled to vote.

At first the freemen constituted

the majority of the people in the new colony.

Originally,

there was no particular qualification to meet In order to
become a freman, but this was not to last.

Within a few

months after the arrival of the first Puritans in lew
England, "more than one hundred persons, several of them
11
old planters, applied for admission as freemen."
This
presented a particular problem to the governor and board
of assistants, for they had no intention of admitting all
who requested such status.

The colony had been estab

lished for religious pxirposes, and moral and religious
considerations needed to be established in order to main10Ibid.

^Osgood, AC, p. 153,
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tain authority in the proper hands,12
As a result, in May of I63I, a qualification was
established by the court for admittance of persons to the
status of freeman.
To the end the body of commons may be preserved
of honest and good men, it was likewise ordered
and agreed that for time to come no man shall be
admitted to the freedome of this body politicke
but such as are members of some of the churches
within the lymitts of the same,13
As Osgood says, "With this condition established it was
safe to admit freemen and to Intrust to them the election
of all the magistrates, together with legislative power,
The executive power of the state was vested in the
governor and the board of assistants.

Although the board

and the governor held the executive power, in reality the
governor was the chief executive and the "burdan of respon
sibility rested mainly upon him,"1^

This was due to the

fact that he was the head of the board of assistants $ and
during the long periods of time when the board was not in
session, the governor made the decisions.

His leadership

was lather of the nature of a de faoto political leader
ship 1 but still, given a strong personality, the office of
l2Preeman Butts, A History of Education in American
Culture (Hew York: Holt, Rinehartand Winston, 1964),
p". liB,Hereafter is cited as Butts,
^Quoted by Herbert L. Osgood In The \aerlcan
Colonies in the Seventeenth Century, p. 1"HPT,
^Osgood, AC, p. 155.
15ibid., p. 169.

governor was the highest executive authority in New Eng
land,
In the early days he superintended the work of the
settlement. Then and at all times, during inter
vals "between meetings of the board of assistants,
the governor had conducted the correspondence of
the colony, held or ordered inquiries, received
messengers from various parts of the colony,
... or perhaps had arrested and detained offenders,
or put them under bonds,16
The legislative function was vested in the assist
ants and the deputies.

After 16*14, the legislature was

constituted into two houses respectively.

The assistants,

as already indicated, had an executive function.
had a legislative function.

They also

The deputies were a special

development which was required by the peculiar situation
in New England.

They were necessitated because of the

increase in freemen, coupled with the fact that the towns
were so dispersed.

The deputies, as of 163^, became the

element which represented the localities In the general
court•
The mandate for the assistants and the deputies
was different.

The assistants were elected by the collec

tive body of freemen, while the deputies were elected by
their local towns.

The requirement was that each town

elect two deputies to serve on the general court.

When

the legislative body was in session, the governor presided
over the body of assistants.
16Ibid,

The deputies "chose a speaker

k8
for a single session or a shorter period."1?
The Judicial function was also performed toy the
governor and the hoard of assistants.

When performing

this function, they formed the highest Judicial court in
the colony» and their decisions were final.

The two

houses of the legislature could also toe assembled as a
court in order to consider petitions submitted toy the
people,^-®
In respect to their Judicial function, the governor
and assistants became magistrates.

The governor held his

greatest power in the role of magistrate.
The governor presumably called special meetings
of the board, though often on the advice of one
or more of the assistants, and bore a leading
part in the conduct of business in regular as
well as special meetings,19
As can be seen, there was no such thing as a sepa
ration of powers in the New England system of government.
The executive, legislative and Judicial functions were
closely bound together.

The deputies ware the only separate

body inasmuch as they represented a different constituency.
As one would expect, there was a conflict between the two
groups.

The deputies were responsible to their local town

and did not have a vested interest in the perpetuation of
their authority as did the assistants and governor as they
17Ibld.,

p. 158.

18Qeorge Dow, Review of Life in Massachusetts, by
New England Quarterly, Vol. IV (June, 1936), p.' 181,
^Osgood, AC, p. 169.

1*9

carried out their magistral duties.
The alliance of the clergy and magistrates was
usually strong enough to control elections in the general
court,

Many of the candidates had to be approved by the

clergy before they could be submitted as candidates.

In

combination, the clergy and the magistrates formed a
decided aristocracy and were guided by the ideal set forth
in Winthrop's Modell of Christian Charity.^0

2®Wertenbaker,

p. 6l.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PURITAN STATE
Covenantt

Democratic Implications

The Massachusetts Bay settlement had been preceded
by a settlement In Cape Cod Bay by a separatist group that
had immigrated from Holland. As a matter of fact, it was
the apoarent success of these Pilgrims that buttressed the
hopes for success of the first group of independents under
the leadership of John Winthrop,
In England the two groups of congregationalists
were antagonistic towards each other.

Each of them felt

that they had chosen the correct way concerning the Angli
can church. The Separatists had completely severed ties
with the established church, while the Independents still
maintained relations with the parent church, yet at the
same time, emphasised their freedom concerning the impuri
ties of the former.
In New England, the Independent Congregationalists
and the Separatists of Plymouth were scarcely distinguish
able.
Differences of social condition and of wealth lost
much of their importance under pioneer conditions.
The common Bible, and above all the common Calvlnistio creed, filled a much greater place in their
lives than the abstract issue of Separatism or the
circumstances of their migration. The theocratic
ideal, and the moral qualities which enabled both
groups to survive and to realize that ideal, were
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essentially the same.1
Although there were many separatists in Massachusetts,
they were anxious to minimize the issue between themselves
and their independent brethren. Given the new conditions
of frontier life and the distance from the parent church,
the issue of complete separation from the church seemed of
p
little importance.
More important was their common theo
logical and political creed.

Both were advocates of a

particular religious system which they came to put into
practice#
The separatists who migrated to Plymouth expressed
marked democratic tendencies to a greater extent than did
the later independent settlers. These democratic ideas
were a natural outgrowth of their Congregationalism in
which the covenant supplied the basis for organization.
According to G. P, Gooch their thought was saturated with
democratic feeling.3 And it was natural that upon landing
in New England, the Pilgrims joined together in a mutual
compact. This was the essence of their church polity, and
became the essence of their political polity. The Kayflower Compact expressed the ideas of the first settlers in
New England,

"It is characteristic that among the signa

l-Perry, p. 72,
?Herbert W. Schneider, The Puritan Hind (Ann Arbor,
Michigan* University of Michigan :ress, 1961), p. 54,
Hereafter is cited as Schneider.

3oooch, p. 65.
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tories of the first political document inspired by inde
pendency should be servants and common sailors,"'*

Upon

reaching Massachusetts Bay, the first Puritan settlers,
under the leadership of Wlnthrop, followed the example
set by the Pilgrims,

They united themselves together by

mutual commct between themselves and God,
Not only was the covenant in New England the
cornerstone of the Congregational Church, be it separatist
or independent, but it also became the bond that united the
people both religiously and politically.

Through the

covenant the unity of church and state was established.
The covenant brought the elect together in the only way
thought possible,

Thomas Hooker said thatj

, , * by a free mutuall consent of Believers
joynlng and covenanting to live as Members of a
holy Society together in all religious and
vertuous duties as Christ and his Apostles did
institute and practise in the Gospell. By such
a free mutuall consent also all Clvill perfect
corporations did first beginne.5
The covenant theology of the New England Puritans
represented the extension of the sect-Ideal to the New
World,

With the covenant there was an implicit acknowl

edgement of the equal rights of all the believers>

the

liberty of conscience of individuals, an experimental
spirit, by application of rational inquiry In the discovery
4Ibid,,

p. 66.

^Quoted by Perry Miller in "Thomas Hooker and the
Democracy of Connecticut," New England Quarterly,
(October, 1931), IV, 669.
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of God's will or truth.

As Ralph Barton Perry says, by

the covenant there was room made for the "validity of
reason in man, the regularity of secondary causes in
nature, and the harmony of knowledge and faith,
The Puritans sought the establishment of the King
dom of God on earth.

By the covenant, the holy community

now made tip the civil as well as the ecclesiastical body.
The democratic ideas of liberty and equality dominated in
the state as they dominated in the church polity.

The

church and state were united under the direction of God for
the purpose of obtaining Christian perfection.

The state

functioned to enforce, when necessary, the ideal of perfec
tion.

And as long as the holy community remained at one

the theocracy, potentially at least, was the only logical
form of government.
There were conflicting tendencies within the
theocracy.

First were the liberal implications of the

covenant which shall be discussed further in this section.
Second, to be considered in the next section, were the
attempts by the Puritan leaders to make the Kingdom of God
on earth a reality.

And as a result there was an enforced

piety by the state that was antipathetical to the covenant
ideals.
The liberal implications of the covenant modified
the determinism of orthodox Calvinistic doctrine.

A

greater stress was placed on the part that man played in
^Perry, p. 93•
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the tiltimate experience with God.

There was a shift

toward a rational theology, and as William Perkins, one of
the chief theoretical fathers of the covenant theory, saids
If the most infinitesimal element of faith was in
the soul, that was the work of God's spirit, Man
could start the labor of regeneration as soon as
he began to faol the merest desire to be saved,''
Here was an experimental spirit accepting the
rationality of men to find truth.

The Bible still con

tained revelation which was complete and unalterable, but
there remained room for progressive interpretation.

John

Robinson, a leader of the separatists, said as the Pilgrims
departed for the New ;orldj
I am verily persuaded the Lord hath more truth yet
to break forth out of his holy word . . . . I
beseech you remember it is an article of your church
covenant that you be ready to receive whatever truth
shall be made known to you from the written word of
God .... It is not possible that the Christian
world should come so lately out of such which
Anticristian darkness and that perfection of knowl
edge should break forth at once.^'
The Puritans strove to harmonise reason and faith
just as they strove to unite the scheme of giace and the
scheme of nature in the theocracy.

They looked upon their

society as a imit bound together by both God and man.
Their society was an aggregation of indivldtials, but one
in which all of the people were organically connected.
Reason was an adjunct to faith and functioned as a binding
^Notestein, p. 159.

^Quoted by A, S. P. VJoodhouse in Puritanism and
Liberty, p. ^5.
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force of social cohesion.

In their ideal of uniting the

two schemes, they did not see any conflict between the
truth derived from faith and the use of reason in con
junction with faith.

As Thomas Goodwin said, "Atonement

was not perfect knowledge but power to progress toward both
through faith and the exercise of reason."9
By the Puritan theory of the state, participation
in government was limited to the regenerate.

The role o:f

the state was drawn from the fact that most men were
unregenerate and as a result the state was necessitated to
function as an adjunct to the church, enforcing righteous
ness and constraining the evil impulses of men*

Puritan

political thought began with the hypothesis of original
sin.

If there was no original sin, then there would be no

need for government.

Before Adam's sin, man was to be

considered good and could live in harmony with other men.
But Adam did sin and this sin was transmitted through
society.

As a result the natural man was self-interested

and only concerned with what he could got by the application
of his rationality.

The Puritan would agree with Kobbos

when he saids
e do not therefore by nature seek society for its
own sake, but that we may receive some honour or
profit from it. All society therefore is either
for gain, or for glory? that is, not so much for
9Thomas Goodwin, "Theomaehla," in Liberty and
Reformation in the Puritan Revolution, ill lam Haller,
p. 'W.
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love of our fellows, as for the love of ourselves*10
One might say that to the Fori tan, man was on the
verge of returning to the state of nature*

Man was

actively pursuing his self-interests irrespective of all
else,-1

For iiobbes, man's predicament could be improved

when he entered civil society, because the root cause was
not just his nature, but also the conditions that existed
in the state of nature, the condition of lawlessness,
the

For

urltan, the basic nature of man was at fault, and no

laws or contracts between men could change this,

The

solution was a coercive state which could restrain evil

impulses and administer punishments to the unsaved,12 The
puritans were to administer the laws in that they partici
pated in the scheme of grace and consequently were the most
wise,
Man's basic nature could be changed by a reconcilia
tion of man with God.
ideal,

The state was also based on this

Although man was by nature evil, this could be

rectified.

At the point when the individual became recon

ciled to God by God, man's evil nature was atoned for and
the individual became a new creature.

Although the chief

10Thoroa3

Hobbes, De Cive or the Citizen, ed.
Sterling Lampreeht (Sew Yox¥i "Appelton-Century-Crofts,
19^9), P. 2A.
^Beinhold Niebuhr, The Irony of American History
(Hew YorkJ Charles Sorlbner's Sons, 1952)» P« 3.7* Here
after is cited as Niebuhr,
12Killer

and Johnson, p, 182,
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source in the experience was God, yet it took a conscious
and rational individual to strive for this reconciliation.
Once salvation occurred the individual could then participate in the holy community. He was made a member of the
state as well as the church.
By the covenant the authority of the elected
officers were subject to several limitations. First, the
elected officers were subject to the rules set down in
Scripture, This is, of course, a rather dubious limitation
except that the officials were also subject to the corpo
rate will of the society which selected them and whom also
were free to discern the intent of Scriptural limitation.
The people had gathered and covenanted to devote
themselves to Christ, and In the final analysis
it was always the people who were to decide whether
any act was in harmony with the purposes of the
covenant,13
John Robinson said that officers could not make laws, but
were to applyi
• • • the rules of order and comeliness taken from
the Scripture and common sense, neither the church,
nor the meanest member thereof is further bound unto
these determinations, than they appear to agree with
order, and comeliness,1^
Robinson further states that the ministers are not in any
thing "to be obeyed for the authority of the commander, but
for the reason of the commandment," In other words, the
minister's authority stemmed from the correct interpreta13ibld.

-^Quoted by Perry Miller and Thomas Johnson in
The Puritans, p. 182,
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tion of Scripture, and if the congregation did. not approve
of the minister's conduct it could reject him, for "they
that set up may pull

down. "-1-5

Thomas Hooker, one of the leading Puritan ministers,
gives the reasons for a covenant in his Sumae of ChurchDiscipline!
The first is taken from that resemblance with
this policy hath with all other bodies politick . . • .
The first part of the Argument, hath reason and
common sense to put it beyond gainsaying# Bach
whole or entire body, is made up of his members, as
by amtuall reference and dependence they are joyned
each to the other • • .
Hooker justifies the church covenant through its
"resemblance . . • with all other bodies politick."

Ke

also justifies it on the basis of "reason and common
sense.He lays emphasis on the covenant on the basis of
man to man, rather than as on strictly between man and God,
Amongst such who by no impression of nature, no
rule of providence, or appointment from God, or
reason, have power each over other, there must of
necessity be a mutuall lngageaent, each of the
other, by their free consent, before by any rule
of God they have any right or power, or can exercise
either, each towards the other. This appears in
all covenants betwixt Prince and people, Husband
and Wife, Master and Servant, and most palpable is
the expression of this in all confederations and
corporations • « •*?
15Ibid.

I^Thomas Hooker, "The Summe of Church-Discipline,"
in Seedtime of the Renublloi Six Characters in Searoh of a
Republic, Clinton Bosslter (Hew fork! Parcourt, Brace and
World., I96M, II, p. 25. Hereafter collection is cited as
Rossiter,
1?Ibid.
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Hooker felt that the chief purpose of the covenanted
polity is "the good of the whole."

Those who enter into

the covenant must "willingly binde and ingage themselves
to each member of that society." If an individual does not
do this, "a member actually he is not."13
The covenant theology placed the Initiative for
perfection with the body of believers.

The covenant also

placed emphasis on man and his part in attaining this
good, for salvation was considered the chief good.
And he can now, on the premises of the covenant
theology, do precisely what he would do if he were
seeking to effect his own salvation, save that he
will ascribe the whole spiritual cycle to God and
will enjoy the sense of God's support.*9
From the point of view of the covenant theology,
the Puritan state was based upon continuing quest for
truth derived from the liberty and equality of believers
as they sought God's revelation.

The state was premised

upon the consent of the people and the scope of the power
of the elected officials was determined by the compact.
"The magistrates and ministers were the commissioned ser
vants of the people."20
Covenantt

Theocratic Implication

The goal of the Puritan state was in the establlsh18Ibld.
19?erry,

p. 9k.

20Miller

and Johnson, p. 191,
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ment of conformity according to the law of God.

The state

was directed toward the end of Christian perfection, while
the means of obtaining this perfection was accomplished by
actively coercing the unregenerate, and when necessary,
the regenerate, into righteousness.

The idea of the unity

of the two soheres, that of grace and nature, or church
and 3tate, was oruoial to the theocracy, for the authority
of the magistrates rested on this unity.

Prom this unity,

and the consequential goal of the state, the magistrates
could claim God as their ultimate Judge with the result
that little could be done to hold them responsible to the
will of the people.
The clergy and magistrates endeavored to push the
democratic implications of the covenant into the back
ground as they placed emphasis on the principle that the
wise, the able, and the good knew the purposes of the
covenant better than the body of people or believers and
should be allowed freedom to Interpret it at their dis
cretion.The conflict arose around the question of the
exact authority of the magistrates and the liberty of the
people, as the magistrates attempted to enforce a uni
formity of piety in the state.

Because the union of church

and state was premised on the idea that "no polity can be
21Miller,

pp. 711-712.
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successfully established unless piety be Its first care,"22
the magistrates reasoned they were not exceeding their
authority.

The church was the authority in New England,

while the state fulfilled a secondary role of enforcing
church morality.

The duties of the clergy or magistrates

were not far different, except that the state reserved for
itself the exercise of force.
John Winthrop best expressed this theory of the
Puritan commonwealth in his soeech on liberty before the
general court in 1645.

It must first be said that this

speech was occasioned after an acquittal of charges of
exceeding his magistral authority which were brought
against him by the chamber of deputies.

In his speech he

acknowledged that the great question which troubled the
country concerned the authority of the magistrates and the
liberty of the people.

He began by making a point whloh

all the magistrates had to draw upon if they did not wish
their Dower to be undermined.

A ooint, which in effect

bypassed the covenant as the source of magistral authority.
That point was, "It is yourselves who have called us to this
office, and being called by you, we have our authority from
God."23

That their authority was drawn from God and not
22 Herbert

L. Osgood, "The Political Ideas of the
Puritans," Political Science Quarterly, Vol. VI (1891).
pp. 6 -7. Hereafter is cited as Osgood, "Political Ideas,"
PSQ, VI.
23Quoted

by Perry Miller and Thomas Johnson in
The Puritans, p . 206.
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from the elect in general was the main contention of the
magistrates and ministers as rebuttal against the vocal
minority who questioned their prerogative.
The theory as to the source of authority can be
found in the difference in possible interpretations of the
covenant. There were theoretically three covenants.

The

covenant between man in the state and the covenant between
man in the church were visible covenants. There was also
an invisible covenant, which was between man and God, It
was from the invisible covenant that the clergy and magis
trates drew their authority. In the last analysis, the
officers according to the clergy and magistrates at least,
were responsible to God rather than to man, God called
some men to be "highe and eminent in power and dignltej
others meane and in subjeoolon.
As </inthrop saw It, there were two kinds of liberty,
"There is a twofold liberty, natural (I mean as our nature
Is now corrupt) and civil or federal. The first is common
to man with beasts and other creatures,"

He goes on to say

that this type of liberty is "incompatible and Inconsistent
with authority, and cannot endure the least restraint of
the most Just authority,"

The other kind of liberty, which

he termed "civil or federal," was the proper end and object
of authority.
2^John

"It is a liberty to that only which is good,

Wlnthrop, "A Modell of Christian Charity," in
The Puritans, ed. Perry Killer and Thomas Johnson, p. 195*
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Just, and honest."25
Winthrop viewed natural liberty, which is the type
of liberty characteristic of the covenant and later demo
cratic ideas, as the cause of the problem that impassioned
men to claim rights against the authority of the magis
trates.
If you stand for your natural corrupt liberties,
and will do what is good In your own eyes, you
will not endure the least weigh of authority, but
will murmur, and oppose, and be always striving
to shake off that yoke* but If you will be satis
fied to enjoy such oivil and lawful liberties,
such as Christ allows you, then will you quietly
and cheerfully submit unto that authority which
Is set over you, in^all the administrations of
it, for your good,26
Winthrop best expressed the theory concerning the
authority of the magistrates versus the liberty of the
body as a whole.

He still acknowledged a limitation as to

magistral authority in that there was a danger of magis
trates or ministers becoming too discretionary in the use
of their power.

But in no way should the authority of the

magistrate be checked by the people*s appeal to liberty
drawn from the covenant and backed by their view of God's
law.

He looked upon this as "a stalking-horse to the

indulgence of their corrupt desires."^

He believed "that

the power must be limited by constitutions or political
covenants, similar to those existing between God and
25Ibid.,

p. 206.

26Ibid.,

p. 207.

^Miller, "Thomas Hooker," KBQ. IV, 6?2.
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man,"28
As far as Winthrop was concerned there were suf
ficient limitations on magistrates.

The magistrates were

church members and freemen. They were bound by the oath
which they took upon coming to the office.

They were

bound to the corporate society, and in this their actions
gave expression to the will of the whole society and the
will of God,
Whatsoever sentence the magistrate give, accord
ing to these limitations, the Judgment is the
Lord's, though he do it not by any rule par
ticularly prescribed by civil authority,29
John Cotton, who was In full agreement with
Winthrop, as to the authority of the magistrates, also
acknowledges the need for a limitation of the power of
magistrates and ministers.

Cotton spoke of the bounds

that God had set as to the prerogative of elected officials
In church and state.
It is necessary, therefore, that all power that Is
on earth be limited, Church power or other . • • .
It is counted a matter of danger to the State to
limit prerogatives, but it Is a further danger not
to have them limited . . . , It is therefore fit
for every man to be studious of the bounds which
the Lord hath seti and for the people, in whom
fundamentally all power lies, to give as much power
as God in His word gives to men. And it is meet
that Magistrates in the Commonwealth, and so officers
2®0sgood,

"Political Ideas," PSQ, VI, 20,

29Klller,

"Thomas Hooker," NE&, IV, 707.
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in the Churches, should desire to know the utmost
bounds of their own power.30
The limitation of magistral authority that Winthrop
and Cotton snoke of was in no way a practical limitation
nor did it in anyway acknowledge a will of the people as a
limiting factor. Not all ministers were in agreement with
this philosophy of authority and limitation of magistrates
and clergy.

One example is the disagreement that arose

between Winthrop and Thomas Hooker which centered around
the authority of the magistrates and the voice of the
people as a check on a possible tyrannical magistral rule.
Specifically the disagreement concerned the appointment of
officers and the power of the freemen to set bounds of
limitations to them.

This was exactly the implications of

the covenant which Winthrop and Cotton, as well as numerous
other ministers and magistrates, were trying to keen in
the background.
In a letter to Thomas Hooker, Winthrop expounded
his doctrine "of the stewardship of a hand-picked magistracy
over a people charged by heaven to obey cheerfully and sub
mit permanently.
I expostulated about the unwarrantableness
and unsafeness of referring matter of counsel or
judicature to the body of the people, quia the
best part is always the least, and of that best
3°John Cotton, "Limitation of Government," in The
Puritans, ed. Perry Miller and Thomas Johnson, p. 212,
^Quoted by Clinton Rossiter in Seedtime of the
Republic, II, p, 30.
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part the wiser part is always the lesser. The old
law was, choose ye out Judges etc. and thou shalt
bring the matter to the Judge etc.3 2
Hooker replied by letter to Wlnthrop in 1638, in which he
made clear his views on the people's power to set limits to
their rulers,
I fully assent to those staple principles which you
sett downej to wittj That the people should choose
some from amongest them: that they should reterr
matter of counsell to ther counsellours, matter of
Judicature to ther Judges: Only the quaestion here
growes: what rule the Judge must have to Judge bys
who those counsellors must be.33
Roger Williams is representative of the extreme
reaction against magistral authority and the rationale
upon which the state rested.

In his Bloody Tenent of

Persecution, he argued throughout the work "against the
doctrine of persecution for the cause of conscience.
Williams emphasized Christian liberty and pleaded for free
dom of conscience as a Christian birthright.

In Tenent he

struck at the very heart of the theocracy, at the unity of
church and state.

He rejected the whole idea of a state as

an appendage of the church purposed to enforce piety.

The

whole question of the unity of churoh and state was brought
into question.
All civil states with their officers of Justice,
in their respective constitutions and administra32ibid,
33ibid.
3^Roger Williams, "The Bloody Tenent of Persecu
tion," in Puritanism and Liberty, ed. A. S, ?. Woodhouse,
P. 30.
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tions, are proved essentially civil, and therefore
not judges, governors, or defenders of the spiritual,
or Christian, state and worship.35
For Williams, the people were the source of authority,
, , , that the sovereign original and foundation
of civil power lies in the people, whom they must
needs mean by the civil power distinct from the
government set up. And if so, that a people may
erect and establish what form of government seems
to them most meet for their civil condition. It
is evident that such governments as are by them
erected and established, have no more power, nor
for no longer time, than the civil power, or people
consenting and agreeing, shall betrust theia wlth»3«
By the reasoning of many of the theocrats, the
theory of political covenant gave almost unlimited power
in the exercise of their office as they pursued the ideal
of enforcing piety in the state.

There were no codified

laws to which the people might appeal.
the authority as was Scripture.

The charter was

This gave the magistrates

power on the basis of some vague social theory which "set
down no rule" for them and was a tyranny.3?

Williams pro

tested against this hypothesis of the states
. . , although the magistrate by a civil sword
might well comoel that national church, to the
external exercise of their national worship; yet
it is not possible, according to the rule of the
Hew Testament, to compel whole nations to true
repentance and regeneration, without which (so
far as may be discerned true) the worship and
holy name of God is profaned and blasphemed.33
35ibld.
36lbid., p. 283.
37|Uiier, "Thomas Hooker," NEg, IV, p. 705.
38quoted by A. S. p. Woodhouse in Puritanism and
Liberty, p. 30.
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Hooker rejected the reasoning of the magistrates that In
effeot led to tyranny?
That In the matter which Is referred to the
judge, the sentence should lye In his breast, or
be left to his discretion, according to which he
should go®; X am afrayd It Is a course which wants
both safety and warranti I must confess© I ever
looked at it as a way which leads directly to
tyranny, and so to confusion, and must playnly
profess? If It was In my liberty, I should choose
nether to live nor leave my posterity under such a
government • • ,39
In practice, the New England theocracy operated
under the leadership of the clergy and magistrates.

There

was evident dissatisfaction with the goal of the state and
the authority of the magistrates as construed by the
elected officials,

The dissidents represented only a small

minority for many years.

The theooratlo Implications that

the ministers drew from their covenant with God rather than
with people remained dominant.

39Rossiter, p. J O ,
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CHAPTER V
DECLINE OP THEOCRACY
Liberalizing Influences
The essentials of this discussion center around the
conflicting impulses within the church-state. Depending on
where one wished to place the emphasis, there were Identi
fiable in the covenant democratic stirrings as there were
also provisions that stifled those impulses.

On the one

hand was the claim of the magistrates of the unity of
chureh and state and that they had authority from God to
regulate the state toward a particular religious unifor
mity. These were decidedly antl-democratic impulses. But
on the other hand, there were impulses that served to under
mine the authority of the magistrates and the unity of
church and state.*

Firstly, there was a progressive loss

of religious zeal due to a growing rational spirit which
was prompted by the covenant and an increased affluence of
many members of the holy community. Secondly, as the
authority of the magistrates was undermined so was the
unity of the church and state on which the office of the
magistrates was based,

With the growing rational spirit,

there was a segregation of the two spheres, of faith and
reason, or ohurch and state, enabling the state to come
under secular influences.
^•Miller, "Thomas Hooker," NEg, IV, p. 672,
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The magistrates endeavored to put the democratic
ideas of the covenant into the background.

Their office

was based upon the idea of a corporate society and conse
quently they strove to harmonize the "edicts of revelation
with the counsels of reason and experience.The magis
trates and clergy strove to integrate revelation and reason
into one inspiration.

The leadership sought to use the

speculative spirit of the covenant as a further buttress of
the theocracy.

"Power of Civil Bule, by men orderly chosen,

is God's Ordinanoe," said John Davenport, "even If it is
from the Light and Law of Nature, because the Law of Nature
is God's

Law,"3

AS long as the zeal for piety among the

people remained strong, faith and reason, or revelation and
the natural, remained reconcilable.
At first, most of the people accepted John
Wlnthrop's explanation concerning the authority of the
magistrates and the liberty of the people.

Wlnthrop's view

was taken, with little disputation, that the state was an
organic unityj that the magistrates represented in their
office the will of the wholet and that they had the power,
by the office itself which was divine, "to have the powers
h.

granted by this law, or any law,"

According to the view

of the magistrates, they were acting for the good of the
2Mlller

and Johnson, p, 191•

^Quoted by Perry Miller and Thomas Johnson in The
Puritans, p, 191,
filler, IV, p. 706,
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whole.

As a consequence, only God was their judge.

This,

of course, meant that the magistrates did not have a judge
and could claim authority for their actions from God or
man.
The "moral athlete," as Ralph Perry characterized
the Puritan, began to break down.^

The dissipation of

religious zeal was caused by a number of reasons, several
seem important.

Firstly, there was an individualism that

was prompted by the covenant and the frontier conditions,
necessitating a greater self-reliance.

Secondly, many of

the second and third generation Puritans became affluent
in that there was a growth in commerce and industry in New
England.

This affluence and individualism combined with

the fuller implications of the rational theology, not only
to undermine the religious zeal within the church, but
promoted the separation of church and state as well.
The idea of individualism was closely related to
the ideas of equality and liberty.
for individualism ted

The Puritan rationale

the same sources as equality and

liberty, a theological basis in the doctrines of election
and of the priesthood of all believers.

As a result of

these, there was an enormous emphasis placed on the indi
vidual soul chosen by God.

The experimental spirit, which

has been discussed as one of the liberal elements of Con
gregationalism in the last chapter, combined with this
Sperry, p. 2 k 5.

?2

individualism to play its part in stressing the validity
of the individual to find God's truth.

The effect of this

individualism and experimental spirit brought the authority
of the Bible and the magistrates* interpretation of their
office Into question.^ For in keeping with this experi
mental spirit, Scripture# rather than providing final
answers, promoted free thinking, or as Herbert Schneider
says, "free disputing,"? Inasmuch as the Puritans, being
Englishmen, brought with them the common law and institu
tions of local government to which they were accustomed at
home, "this also became a source of appeal for magistrate
O

and freemen,"

It was quite natural, in cases where it

was thought that the magistrates superseded their authority,
that individuals could appeal to their common law rights.
As Perry saysi
The English common law acknowledged a set of
principles more fundamental than executive author
ity or legislative enactment. It assumed that he
was, for better or for worse, responsible for his
own acts, entitled to their fruits, and deserving
of punishment if their consequences were injurious
to others. The common law was, in short, pro
foundly individualistic, and imbued with the idea
that there are moral claims which both the law and
the state are bound to respect,9
The rapidity of change had its effect on the Purl^George Albert Stead, "Roger Williams and the
Massachusetts-Bay," New England Quarterly, Vol, VII (June,
193*0» P* 236.
^Schneider, p, 53*
80sgood,

"Political Ideas," PSg, VI, 1.

9?erry, p. 179.
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tan state.

With the Inception of the theocracy, the town

had been the religious-political unit for the state.

But

as time wore on, many people turned to commerce, ship
building and fishing.
cities. 10

The villages grew into thriving

With the development of commerce, a counter

aristocracy grew up,

This was a merchant aristocracy and

became a rival to the ruling aristocracy.

"This new class

played important roles as selectmen, deputies, Judges and
commanders of militia and in general added a touch of
rationalism" to the state, 11
As the Puritans, especially around the oities,
became more prosperous they began to see wealth as a natural
outgrowth of godliness,

The Puritan creed had nothing to

say in contradiction to this.

Wealth became a divine work

of God and a sign of one's closeness to God.

wealth was

natural in that godliness was profitable to all things
including prosperity in this life.12
In Calvlnist thought, prosperity as a mark of
divine favor is closely related to the idea that
it must be sought as part of a godly discipline
of life, 'There Is no question,' declared Calvin,
'that riches should be the portion of the godly
rather than the wicked, for godliness hath the
promise in this life as well as the life to come.'
So although the Puritan creed was other-worldly in its
-^Wertenbaker, p. 184,
n Ibid.,

p. 202.

12 Niebuhr,
13 Ibld.,

p. 49.

p. 51.

3
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ultimate goal, it also justified an individual's attainment
of wealth and happiness on this earth.
The thrift and energy with which he pursued his
calling were evidence of his godliness, and
were rewarded by this world's goods as well as
by divine favor.
As the religious zeal began to wane, the liberal
democratic ideas of the covenant began to exert increas
ingly more force within the holy community. In the first
years of the theocracy, the ideas of Christian liberty and
equality had only a limited application to the holy com
munity. These ideas had no application to those who were
still in the natural state, i.e., the unregenerate, over
which the state was designed to control.

But as dissension

arose, the appeal of the magistrates to their ultimate
authority, God, was countered by the appeal of the people
to their rights as men, based upon the rational theology
of the covenant which found its secular sources in the conoept of natural law.

The unity of church and state, or of

grace and nature, was struck asunder as the authority of
the magistrates was put under greater and greater scrutiny.
Ultimately, the two spheres were separated with the magis
trates losing their theoretical basis. The separation of
the church and state allowed the democratic ideas of the
covenant to have full impact in the state with relevance to
the unregenerate as well as to the regenerate.
As early as 16MI-, in The Bloody Tenent of Persecu^Perry, p. 193*
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tion, Roger Williams spoke of a separation of faith and
reason, or grace and nature.
Yet this I must remember you ofj that when
the most high God created all things of nothing,
he saw and acknowledged divers sorts of goodness,
which must still be acknowledged in their dis
tinct kinds—a good air, a good ground, a good
tree, , . , I aiso add, a good city, a good com
pany or corporation, • • . Hence that is, morally,
civilly, good in their several civil respects and
employments•
These I observe to prove that a subject, a
magistrate, may be a good subject, a good magis
trate, in respect of civil or moral goodness,
though godliness, which is more beautiful, be
wanting , . .*5
By this separation, a distinct secularization of the state
could take place.

The full force of the liberal ideas of

the covenant could have as much force within the political
community as they had had within the holy community.

It

must be said at this point that Roger Williams was not
expressing any democratic sentiment as far as the unregenerate world was concerned.

He wanted a greater spirltu-

alization of the holy community by withdrawing into the
order of grace, at the same time he was questioning the
use of civil authority to enforce religious uniformity.
A. S, P. Woodhouse says*
, , , his church is of the most rigorously restric
tive kind, a church of visible Saints, which viewed
in relation to the world, could be regarded only as
an aristocracy of the elect,3-6
^Boger Vfilliams, "The Bloody Tenent of Persecu
tion," in Puritanism and Liberty, ed. A, S, P. Woodhouse,
pp, 282-283,
16

Joodhouse, p, 85,

As
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But Williams leaves the state under the influence of the
secular world where due to the segregation of the two
spheres, the rational theology of the covenant, the ideas
of equality and liberty, are freed to have their impact in
the state.
Conflicts Between Magistrates and Freemen
Before the segregation of the two spheres was even
perceptible, while the idea of a church-state was strong
among the people, dissension was evident between the free
men and the magistrates as to the limits of magistral
authority.

Dissension was likewise evident as internal

conflict, within the ranks of the magistrates, developed
over the same issue.

The dissension between the freemen

and magistrates and among the magistrates eventually
served to undermine magistral authority and the concept of
the church-state as an ultimate goal.

The religious zeal,

which was literally the cement of the theocracy, usually
made the people accept the final authority of the magis
trate.

But as this zeal dissipated, the way was prepared

for men, as men, to have a role in civil society.
Conflict was generated as early as 1630, when the
magistrates met for one day, but during that one meeting,
the magistrates procured the assent of the settlers to an
order giving the governor and assistants the right of
choosing the governor, making laws and appointing the
officers to execute the laws.

By this, the assistants had
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substituted the governor and assistants for the general
court as the legislative body.1?

The freemen were left

with only the powers to elect the assistants.

The reason

for this action by the governor and the assistants is
clear.

As has been stated in chapter three, there were a

number of individuals, many of whom did not hold the same
religious convictions, applying for the status as freemen.
The governor and assistants were attempting to devise a
means of limiting the power of these people if they were
admitted as freemen.

This was a direct violation of the

charter.
Inasmuch as the action of the governor and assist
ants was a violation of the oharter, a commotion was raised
by the freemen ooneeming the narrow oligarchy established
by the magistrates in 1630.

18

At the next meeting of the

general court in 1631 the law was amended.

The freemen

were again entrusted to elect all the magistrates and given
legislative power.

In this same meeting of the general

court, a religious test was established for admittance to
the status of freemen.

With a religious Qualification, the

governor and assistants apparently were satisfied that the
freemen could be entrusted with the power of election and
legislation.
In 1632, a confliot over taxation between the
^Osgood, "Political Ideas," FSQ, VI, 154.
18Ibid.,

p. 156.
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magistrates and the people of Wattertown occurred.

The

assembly of people at Wattertown declared "that it was not
safe to pay money in that way, for there was danger that
1Q
they would bring themselves and posterity into bondage," 7
This led Wlnthrop to correct the misconception of the
people of Wattertown by stating that "this government was
rather in the nature of a parliament."
prerogative of the government to tax.

It was clearly the
The assistants were

like members of parliament and had discretionary power to
legislate and to levy taxes.

"The freemen could exercise

political control over them through elections and the
presentation of grievances."20
The freemen gradually began to question the
discretionary measures of the magistrates.

Before the

meeting of the general court of 163**, "representatives from
each town met to consider matters which were to be brought
before that body."21
see the charter.

Out of this meeting grew a demand to

The governor strove to hold off this

demand by saying that "a committee of deputies from the
towns should yearly be appointed to revise the laws and
present grievances to the assistants, but not make new
;>j>
laws."
This did not satisfy the freemen, and by the
^Ibld., p. 1?2.
20Ibld.«

p. 156.

21John

Wlnthrop, Wlnthrop's Journal, Vol. I, ed,
James Kendall Hosmer (New'Yorkt Charles Scribner's Sons,
1908), p. 122. Hereafter is cited as Wlnthrop's Journal,!.
220sgood,

p, 157*
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next court, It was ordered that*
. . . thereafter two or three representatives
were to be chosen from each town to prepare
business for the general court and to act therein
with full authority on their behalf in the making
of laws, granting of lands, and doing of whatever 2_
else the freemen might do, elections only excepted,
Prom this point on, the general court consisted of assist
ants and deputies.
The disagreement between the assistants and depu
ties can be illustrated by a discussion of the issue con
cerning the negative voice.

The magistrates held that on

issues in which the deputies were involved that the
magistrates held a negative voice, or veto power, over the
decisions of the deputies.

In other words, the magistrates

could negate any decision of the house of deputies.

This

issue first came up in 163^, when the inhabitants of New
town asked the general court for permission to settle on
the banks of the Connecticut,

The majority of the assist

ants opposed this request, while the majority of the depu
ties favored it,

Wlnthrop had this to say concerning the

problem*
Upon this grew a great difference between the
governor and assistants and the deputies. They
would not yield the assistants a negative voice,
and the others (considering how dangerous it might
be to the commonwealth, if they should not keep
that strength to balance the greater number,of the
deputies) thought it safe to stand upon lt.2^
The deputies, it seems, wanted the general court to
23rbid.
2l*Wlnthron' s

Joumal, p, 133,
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sit and vote as a single democratically organized body; and
in respect to their numbers, which was at least two to one
25
in favor of the deputies, would be able to win.
The
assistants could not and would not accept this idea.
fast was kept while John Cotton preached.

A

When he con

cluded speaking, the deputies gave in.
He argued that society consisted of magistracy,
ministry, and people; the first standing for
authority, the second for purity, the third for
liberty. Each of these, he said, has a negative
on the others, and the ultimate deoislon must be
reached by the agreement of the whole.2®
Winthrop wrote a defense of the negative voice
basing his argument on the "doctrine of the quorum as he
found it in English precedents."2?

According to this, he

claimed that the negative voice was original and funda
mental j and the magistrates had full authority to assent or
reject all Issues which were brought before the general
court.28
The controversy was resumed in 1642. This time the
controversy centered around a suit of Mrs. Sherman against
Robert Keayne,

Keayne was a wealthy Boston shopkeeper and

was being sued for the recovery of a lost sow. Keayne had
been exonerated by an inferior Boston court, but Mrs.
Sherman appealed to the general court.
250sgood,

VI, p. 164.

26Ibid.,

pp. 164-165.

2?Ibld.,

p. 165.

28Ibid.

When a vote was
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taken, seven magistrates and seven deputies voted for
acquittal of Keaynej while two magistrates and fifteen
deputies voted for the plaintiff.

This brought up again

the question of the negative voice.
So warm did the discussion become, that, when the
session of May, 16^3, was about to adjourn, an
order was nassed that every member should take
pains to inform himself about the negative voice.^
At any rate a conviction could not be obtained and the
debate subsided.
The issue between the magistrates and the deputies
in 16^3 was more than Just a suit for damages between Mrs.
Sherman and Mr. Keayne, because it brought about a consti
tutional crisis in the general court.

In the end, the

magistrates had their way, A bicameral system was adopted
in 16*J4 which put an end to the issue of the negative
voice, for the legislature took the form of two coequal
houses.
Other than the difficulties that arose between the
assistants and deputies, there was also a lack of harmony
among the magistrates. A number of cases can be cited.
Two seem most important, because these centered around the
authority of the magistrates and their responsibility to
2^John

Winthrop, Wlnthrop's Journal, Vol. II, ed,
James Kendall Hosmer (New" Yorkt Charlesescrlbner's Sons,
1908), p. 65. Hereafter is cited as Wlnthrop's Journal, II.
30osgood, VI, p. 166.
3-*-wlnthrop's Journal, II, p. 66.
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the people.
There was a semi-feud that went on between Dudley,
who was assistant, deputy governor and governor at differ
ent times, and Winthrop, one of the chief theorists of the
commonwealth. Dudley launched a bitter attack against
Winthrop on the grounds that Winthrop had exceeded his
authority as governor within the board of assistants.
Winthrop openly admitted that he, as everyone else in the
colony, was bound by the charter.

Dudley affirmed this and

said that "except his preoedency and power to call courts,
the governor had no more authority than any

assistant."32

Winthrop claimed that he had more power than this, "for
the patent, making him governor, gave him whatsoever power
belonged to a governor by common law or the statutes,"33
Inasmuch as Dudley could not prove that Winthrop had
exceeded his power as governor, in that Winthrop could pro
duce laws or precedents drawn from English common law
which Justified his conduct, the matter subsided.3i!'
The second oa3e is the conflict that arose between
Vane and Winthrop. Again the conflict was the result of a
difference of opinion concerning the power of the magis
trates. The controversy was occasioned in 1637 by the
Hutchinson affair. During the trial of Ann Hutchinson, the
32osgood, VI, p. 166,
33ibld.

3^Wlnthrop*s Journal. I, pp. 8^-85.
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court had ordered "that no town or person should offer
hospitality to a stranger unless two of the magistrates
approved of him."35

Vane called this tyranny, and Winthrop

quickly came to the defense of the court.

Winthrop*s

argument was that New England was a corporate society and
had a right to admit whomsoever it pleased, "and conversely
may we lawfully refuse to receive such whose dispositions
suite not with ours."36

g€

Kent

©n to say, that no one

denies this privilege to churches, so "why then should the
commonwealth be denied the like liberty?"37

it was the

magistrates, who were functioning by the consent of the
body of people, who best knew the common will.
Vane, as Miller says, "In the name of full-fledged
constitutionalists," took issue with Wlnthrop's analysis
of the prerogative of the magistrates.3®
colony did not solely rest upon a compact.

He said that the
First, the

commonwealth was founded upon the Bible, and secondly, the
commonwealth was "dependent upon the grant also of our
Soveraigne."39

wlnthrop's reasons "taken from the nature

of a commonwealth, not founded upon Christ, nor by his
Majestyes charters," did not apply and "must needs fall to
35Miller, IV, p. 704.
36lbld.
37ibld.
38Ibid.
39ibld.. p. 705.
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the ground,"**0

The issue, to Vane, was whether the govern

ment could proceed in a way that was not specifically
authorized by the charter or by the Scripture,

If it was

necessary to send Individuals away from the colony, then
it should be occasioned by a concrete law and not "by the
illimited consent or dissent of magistrates,"**1
The problems that have been considered between the
assistants and deputies, between the governor and Dudley
Vane were an outgrowth of the discretionary powers that
the magistrates possessed.

There was no expressed limita

tions placed on the magistrates to protect the people
against their power.

In 1635, the deputies complained

about this danger, the danger that there were no positive
laws to which the magistrates had to conform, and that the
magistrates could proceed according to their own discretion.
As a result of the agitation by the deputies a commission
was selected to frame a body of laws "in resemblance to the
Magna Charta.
The "Body of Liberties" was a result of the agita
tion,

As G, ?, Gooch says, "this marked the highest point

in the Influence of the democrats,"^3

jn reality little

was accomplished in that the provisions of the document
"°ibid.

42

<71nthrop*s Journal. I, p, 151.

**3Gooch, p, ?0.
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limited the judicial more than the administrative discre
tion of the board of assistants.

Even after the adoption

of the "Body of Liberties," the freemen really had nothing
by which they could hold the magistrates accountable.

This

does not alleviate the fact that the authority of the rul
ing body, their responsibility to the people, was not
accepted in total.

The fact was that even the ruling

magistrates could not, at times, agree among themselves and
added fire to the criticism of the deputies.

The magis

trates were successful during the remainder of the century
in staving off their demands and at the same time, develop
ing the theory of the political covenant "in such a fashion
as to give themselves precisely the discretionary powers
against which the deputies protested,"^

As the years

passed, there was more and more qiieetioning of the magis
tral authority.
The Moral and Intellectual Revolution
The development toward the secularization of the
state can be illustrated by viewing the attempts of the
ministers as they endeavored to maintain control over the
church by the increased use of the synod.

The synod was

simply an assembly or council of the congregational
churches through which the leaders could exert their
influence.

The leaders began to rely more and more on the

^Killer, IV, p. 703.
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synod even though the very idea of a synod was distasteful
to many people in the Puritan church-state because of their
ingrained political prejudice and their distrust for "any
thing that smacked of centralized church government."^5

To

many, the synod was reminiscent of presbyterianism.
The first synod was not called by that name, but
rather it was called a conference of ministers.

It was

occasioned in 1637 because of the need of reaching an
agreement among the ministers as to the heresy of Ann
Hutchinson,

As it turned out, the first conference was

just the beginning of a succession of synods.

Synods were

held in 16^5 and at frequent periods thereafter.

Each

synod was occasioned by some controversy which needed to be
dealt

with in a unified manner.

minority was left.

Each time a disaffected

The synod seems to have been a symptom

of the differences that existed among the authorities and
the state and the people,^
In reality the congregational synod was very weak.
Final authority did not reside in the synod as it did in
the presbyterlan assembly,

In the congregational system

in New England, the final authority rested with each indi
vidual church.^

As a result, the authorities, in attempt

ing to maintain their control through the synod, did more
damage to their cause than good.
^^Schneider, p. 65,
^Ibid., p, 66.
^7wertenbaker, P» 73•
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This can be seen as early as the synod of 1648.
Out of this synod came the Cambridge Platform.

The

Cambridge Platform became the base on which the congrega
tional polity of New England rested until about 1670.

The

Platform was premised on the idea that Congregationalism of
the past twenty years was too absolute 1 or in other words,
the churches were too independent.

The council or synod,

which only "differed from presbyterianism in not being
permanent and only resorted to in temporary emergencies,"
was adopted,

This acted as a check upon Independency.

jiO

The Platform was adopted, "but hardly with cordiality, but
remained long in authority."**9
In the Cambridge Platform, it was agreed that mem
bers of the Church Covenant were also members of the church.
Those who were members by birth were expected to make a
public profession before they were admitted to the Holy
Communion.

A problem arose in that when the time for public

scrutiny came, many of the second generation did not make a
personal profession of their faith.

However, these of the

second generation still considered themselves full members
and sought baptism of their children.-*0

The demand by the

second generation to have their children baptized brought
the issue to a head.
^winthron's Journal, I, p. 348.
49Ibid.

5°Schneider, p. 86.
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Had the churches yielded to this demand, the great
majority of the third generation of church members,
no doubt, would have been unregenerate. Bad the
chtirch not yielded at all, and Insisted that even
the second generation should be excluded from the
church unless they professed regeneration, the
churches would have lost many of their younger and
most influential members.51
The dilemma in which the churches found themselves
was debated in the Synod of 1662. A compromise decision
was reached by which the "unregenerate second generation"
could stay in the churoh and had a right to have their
children baptized, "but neither they nor their children
were allowed to become partakers of the Lord's supper and
were said to be members, but not in full communion."^2
This resulted in a church composed of technically unre
generate people which became identified as baptized adult
non-communicants.$3
The idea of the Half-Vay Covenant was, of course,
not reconcilable with the original covenant theology of
the Puritan state. It was rather a means of accommodation
so the church would not lose membership in the face of the
changing times. As a matter of fact, no one was really
satisfied with the compromise} but as Schneider says:
. . . all parties usually accepted this state of
affairs in good humor, as a sensible evasion of an
issue which, if insisted upon, would only have
made everybody uncomfortable,5^
5*Ibld.

52Ibld.,

p,

87.

53perry Killer, "The Half-way Covenant," New
England Quarterly, Vol. VI (December, 1933)» P» 681.

^Schneider, p. 86.
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In 1696 the inevitable happened, Thomas Brattle
organized an independent church in Boston and openlyrejected the idea of the Half-Way Covenant, Brattle dis
counted the necessity of a public recitation of one's
experience in order to obtain full-fledged membership in
the holy community.

Ee emphasized the necessity of the

practical moral problems that faced the individual* along
with the idea of a merciful God,55

in these pronouncements*

the Brattle Street Church was not atypical, It represented
the new current that was present throughout New England,
The more well-to-do churches were turning away from the
orthodox ideas of election and regeneration towards an
emphasis upon man and man's ability to deal with the prob
lems that confronted him.
They were content to be simply 'societies of
Christians by mutual agreement* • and to be
Christians meant merely to 'profess faith In and
obedience to Christ* and to avoid 'soandalous sin,*56
The Harvard Library, due to the hundreds of books
that covered a wide range of subjects, including the
political writings of Locke, Milton, Sidney, Harrington,
Cudworth, Hutcheson, and Clarke, became what Perry calls
"a center of Infection."5?

The library promoted the

development of a group of congregational clergymen with a
Calvinism which was so liberalized that it went far beyond
55xiDid,, p, 90.
56lbid.
57perry, p, 200,
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the line of orthodoxy into "Arminlanism and Unitarlanism,
and merged with the optimistic and rationalistic temper of
the Enlightenment."-*8
Also Puritans, like Ebenezer Gay and Charles Chaunc#
preached the irreconcilability of faith and reason.

They,

as many other ministers, sought to "break down the opposi
tion between natural and revealed religion, or between
reason and faith. "^9
In 1692 the Charter had been revoked.

By this

time, although unknown to the theocrats, the theocracy was
in all but name ended.
champions lingered on."

Yet, as Schneider puts it, "the
They seemed unaware of the moral

and intellectual revolution that was going on about them.80
To the Declaration of Independence
The theocracy could only continue as long as the
people were in agreement with its endi
civil sword in the cause of the church.

the use of the
But with the

increased worldiness of the holy community the principle of
segregation set in with full force,

When one combines the

principle of segregation with what A. S, P. Woodhouse calls
the "power of analogy," the democratic ideas of the cove
nant, equality, liberty and a rational-experimental spirit,
58Ibid.
59Ibid.,

p . 201.

8oSchneider,

p. 92.
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become as strong in the natural sphere as they were in the
sphere of grace.

And these ideas had meaning not Just to

the holy community but to all the people of New England.
There wa3 a oontinued development until with John
Wise's Vindication of the Government of New England
Churches. one finds these ideas full grown.

His Vindica

tion was prompted by the attempt by the Mathers and their
sympathizers at restoring orthodoxy.

It became«

. . , the avowed purpose of the theocrats to effect
a closer union of the churches and to institute
active control of the divergent congregations
through the so-called Ministerial Convention of
Massachusetts•61
The purpose of the convention was to pass certain proposals
which would, in effect, impose a synodal form of government
upon the independent churches.^2

The idea was thati

• • . the local autonomy of Individual congre
gations had perhaps been carried too far and that
possibly a more centralized administration would
help check the degeneration of the religious
spirit.63
Wise's work was a systematic defense of ecclesias
tical democracy in reaction to the attempted change in the
congregational system.

But more importantly, his work

assumed a separation of the two spheres.

This separation

became a decisive element in his theory of church and civil
polity.

In hl3 Vindication, the commands of God and the
^Hosslter, p. 88.
62Ibid.

63Miller and Johnson, p. 193.
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dictates of reason are accounted as two distinctly inde
pendent sources.

The unity which was so important to the

construct of the theocracy was destroyed.

Wise reduced the

Bible to supplying only a secondary confirmation of the
reasonable.

As Perry says, "Wise's argument was full in

the spirit of the Enlightenment, and its revolutionary and
democratic political implications were not concealed.
With the separation and the use of analogy, his work was
also a treatise on democracy in civil society.

According

to Clinton Hossiter?
• , • his case for what he understood as democracy
in the church rested most heavily upon its simi
larity to what he understood as democracy in the
state,
Although Wise stated the case for democraoy in the
church, his construct rested heavily upon its similarity to
his ideas of democracy in the state.

He reversed the tra

ditional line of argument which held that political liberty
was a reflection of ecclesiastical liberty and he "cham
pioned the social contract as the logical extension of the
church covenant,
Although Wise was primarily indebted to Puffendorf
for his theory, he did not rely on him alone.

He drew on

many authorities both classical and contemporary,
• , . his pages are spiced with quotations and
^Perry, p. 198,
^Rossiter, p, 91•
66Ibid.
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lessons from all manner of writers and schools
, • . the ancients (Plato, Aristotle, Virgil,
Plutarch, Cicero, Cato)j the church fathers
(especially Tertullian and Eusebius of Caesarea)}
the early and late leaders of the Reformation
(Luther, Benedict Turretin, William Ames, John
Owen)i Fellow New Englandersj such diverse poli
tical and philosophical figures as Boethius,
Ulpian, Machiavelli, Richard Hooker, and Sir
Edward Cokei Greek, Roman, church, and English
historyj and Aesop's fables,"7
As a matter fact, of the conceivable authorities that Wise
could have used, two were conspicuously absents

Calvin and

Locke, The foundation of wise's political thought was that
a higher law or natural law existed which could be applied
to current problems, Man, by employing "right reason"
could find these principles of nature,
, , • when we acknowledge the law of nature to be
the dictate of right reason, we must mean that the
understanding of man is endowed with such a power,
as to be able, from the contemplation of human
conditions to discover a necessity of living
agreeably with this lawt and likewise to find out
some principle, by which the precepts of it, may
be clearly and solidly demonstrated,6"
For Wise, man is reasonable,

There is also a basic

conflict in man's nature in that he is inherently goodj but
at the same time, man is prompted by self-love and selfpreservation, These facts should be the guide in the dis
covery of the law of nature.

Wise felt that these facts

of man's nature are not hard to see} and in this connection
he says, "it should be very obvious to view, namely,
67lbld..
68j hn
0

p, 93.

wise, "A Vindication of the Government of
New England Churches," in Political Thought in America,
Andrew J, Scott, p, 31.
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(1) A principle of self-love and self-preservation
is very promlnant in every man's being.
(2)

A sociable disposition.

(3)

An affection of love to mankind in general. ^

The social disposition of man is of key Importance in
Wise's political theory.

For nan cannot survive without

the assistance of his fellows "and he is also able of
returning kindness by the furtherance of mutual good.M
Although man is self-interested and "found to be malicious,
insolent, and easily provoked, and as powerful in effecting
mischief as he is ready in designing it, " the preservation
or salvation of humanity is secured because man Is
sociable.
How that such a creature may be preserved, it is
necessary that he be sociablej that is, that he
be capable and disposed to unite himself to those
of his own species, and to regulate himself towards
them, that they may have no fair reason to do
harm? but rather Incline to promote his interests,
and secure his rights and concerns.?!
Given man's disposition toward soclableness, which
is "a fundamental law of nature," reason and society make
man the most "potent of all creatures,"

Wise goes on to

say that this fundamental law of nature allows man not to
become so involved in his own interests so man can "make
the common good the mark of his aim,"?2
69lbld.

?°Ibld.
?1Ibid.
72Ibid,
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Wise accepted the concept of natural rights,

"Man

was a free-born subject under the crown of heaven, and owing
homage to none but God himself."73

There was "an original

liberty enstamped upon his (man's) rational nature."7^
Liberty was the "faculty of doing or omitting things
according to the direction of his Judgment."

He qualified

his concept of liberty with the statement that "this
liberty does not consist in a loose and ungovernable free
dom, or an unbounded license of acting."75
Those persons only who live in obedience to reason,
are worthy to be accounted free* they alone live as
they will, who have learned what they ought to will.
So that the true natural liberty of man, such as
really and truly agrees to him must be understood,
as he Is guided and restrained by the ties of reason
and laws of nature* all the rest is brutal, If not
worse.7°
Besides liberty, Wise also asserted a natural
equality of men.

Just as natural rights had developed from

the concept of the law of nature so equality was an out
growth of the Idea of natural rights.
The third capital immunity belonging to man's
nature, is an equality amongst men* which Is not
to be denied by the law of nature, till man has
resigned himself with all his rights for the sake
of a civil state, and then his personal llberty
and equality Is to be cherished and preserved to
the highest degree , . . Since, then, human nature
agrees equally with all persons, and since no one
can live a sociable life with another that does
not own or respect him as a man, It follows, as a
73Rossiter, p. 98.
7^Scott, p. 32.
75ibld.

76Ib1d
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command of the law of nature, that every man
esteem and treat another as one who Is naturally
his equal, or who is a man as well as he.77
Wise developed a contract theory which was every
bit as well developed as the theories of Locke or any of
the other contract theorists. All men were free and equal
and contracted together for the purpose of protection and
continuance of part of those liberties. Inasmuch as all
men were equal, all the political power of the oivil
society was drawn from those who had covenanted together
for its formation—the people.
Let us conceive In our mind a multitude of men,
all naturally free and equal, going about volun
tarily to erect themselves into a new commonwealth.
Now their condition being such, to bring themselves
into a politic body they must needs enter into
divers covenants,7o

"The first human subject and original of civil power is the
people."79

Aocording to Schneider, Wise's Vindication "ushered
in a new philosophy."®0

But Wise's new philosophy was

really only the climax of the conflict which existed
between the two theories of church government.®1
The conclusion that Wise drew was thats
... it seems most agreeable with the light of
77lbid.
78Ibld.. p. 3^.
79R0ssiter, p. 104,
8oSchneider,
8lIbid.,

p.

p. 95.
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nature, that If there be any of the regular
government settled in the church of God, it must
need be a democracy#®2
The justification for democracy was not drawn from the
revelation of God but from the law of nature.

His justi

fication for this type of government was based upon his
acknowledgment of those democratic ideas that were inherent
in Congregationalism and from his training in the local
town meeting.
With Wise there is a complete separation of church
and state.

The state is not justified because of its

contribution to God*s Kingdom, but rather because it "pro
motes the happiness of all, and the good of every man in
all his rights, his life, liberty, estate, honor, etc.
• •

wise accomplishes a secularisation of democracy.

He dethrones God and makes the commonwealth unholy.
Schneider saysi
It was really the beginning of a new religion,
it was printed and reprinted, read and reread,
until by 1772 its republication transformed it
into one of the bibles of the American Hevolu-

®2Ibld.. p. 96.

®3aossiter, p. 110.
^Schneider, p. 9 8 .
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CHAPTEH VI
CONCLUSION
From the outset of this discussion of Puritan
political thought, the objective has been to identify the
latent forces that caused instability within the churchstate of New England,

sfhile, at the same time, attempting

to answer the question as to the influences of these forces
toward toleration and a separation of church and state.
These forces, identified in England as the sectideal, took form after the defeat of the presbyterlans to
establish their own brand of uniformity in the church. The
sect-ideal took form in Puritan Independency and sepa
ratism. The sects were more liberal than the orthodox
presbyterlans. In the sects, an experimental spirit hold
ing to the concept of Christian liberty of conscience and
an equality of the body of believers was stressed.

The

covenant provided the logic for organization. And by the
covenant, the people bound themselves to Christ and to each
other apart from the Anglican church.

Congregationalism

was the system of church government which drew its strength
from the number of people who consented to the authority of
the congregation and its leaders.

The inner organization of

the sect, be it Independent or separatist, was necessarily
democratic.
Even though there was an experimental-rational
spirit together with ideas of equality and liberty evident
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In the sect, they were applicable only to the members of
the sect. These ideas had no relevance apart from the
sect, and those excluded were viewed as the unregenerate
and damned by God.

The democracy practiced in the seot was

a democracy of the few, and existed as a democraticaristocracy.
The

urltans who migrated to lew England were inde

pendent congregationalists.

They cama to the new world for

the purpose of putting into practice their religious
beliefs. Their society was to be a corporate one? a
society in which the covenant would provide for the organi
zation? an organization sealed by the commission of the
people with a strict adherence to the professed principles
to which the people had bound themselves.

Thus, the church

and state were united under the direction of God for the
purpose of serving Elm. The sect-ideal functioned in both
spheres, in the church and the state. The state took on
the character of enforcing the will of the church, of
enforcing a Christian perfection, a perfection in the tra
dition of Puritan independency.
The covenant theology provided the organization for
the extension of the sect-ideal to the new world.

As in

England, by the covenant there was an acknowledgment of the
equal rights of all the believers, the liberty of con
science of individuals, an experimental spirit employing
rational Inquiry in the discovery of God's truth. The
covenant maintained that the ?urltan state was based upon
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a continuing quest for truth derived from the liberty and
equality of believers as they sought God's revelation.

The

state was premised upon the consent of the people, and the
scope of the power of the elected officials was determined
by the compact.
But the goal of the state was the establishment of
conformity according to the law of God. In New England,
the unity of the sphere of grace and the sphere of nature,
or the church and state, was accomplished. The state was
the appendage of the church to enforce the will of God,
The duty of the magistrates, in accordance with their
divine office, was to enforce a uniformity of piety.

With

the assertion of magistral authority one finds the emphasis
placed on the few who were the most wise and who, by their
office, know more fully the purposes of the oovenant than
the body of believers.
It seems evident that there were conflicting
impulses within the theocracy. Depending on where one
wishes to place the emphasis, there were identifiable in
the covenant democratic stirrings as there were also stir
rings that stifled those impulses. The underpinnings of
the theocracy, its unity and the authority of the magis
trates, depended upon the continued acceptance by the mem
bers of the holy community as to the goal of the state.
With the passing of time, the religious zeal began to
decline and increasing numbers of believers grew more toler
ant, The result was an undermining of magistral authority
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as Individuals began to question the purpose of the state.
As time passed, a growing rational spirit, with emphasis on
the individual rather than the corporate whole, prompted a
separation of the state from the church.

And as a result,

the liberal ideas of the covenant, which were the divisive
influence on the members of the holy community, could have
as much force within the political community as they had
had within the holy community.
With Wise, one finds a climax of the conflict of
ideas that existed within the church-state. In his
philosophy there were a number of points of similarity to
the later democratic ideas expressed in the Declaration of
Independence, Wise seemed to have had a more optimistic
view of human nature than did later American political
theorists such as Madison or Hamilton. Wise viewed man as
not "wedded to his own interests, but that he can make the
common good the mark of his aim."1

Although he considered

man self-interested, he felt that the trait toward
sooiableness and the fact that man was reasonable out
weighed the self-interested side of man's nature.

Here

Wise seemed but a step away from the later concept of
enlightened self-interest. (All that was needed was a
little less faith in man.) Wise also seems to have viewed
government as a positive good, whereas later, in the
^John Wise, "A Vindication of the Government of
New England Churches," in Puritan Political Ideas, ed.
Edmund S, Morgan (Indianapoliii Bobbs-Merrill Company,
1965), P. 256.
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tradition of Pane or Jefferson, it was considered a
necessary evil to be closely watched and controlled.
Wise was in the mainstream of the development of
democratic ideas.

The two ideas which undergird the

Declaration of Independencei

equality and liberty, also

undergird the political ideas of Wise.

These ideas were

not drawn from God but rather from the law of nature and
based upon the rights of men.

There was a deep-seated

individualism in the philosophy of Wise, as there was in
the later democratic creed.

And as in the Declaration of

Independence there was an acknowledgment of the sovereignty
of the people.
It becomes apparent that rather than being a con
frontation in ideas between Puritanism and democracy, there
was a coalescence between the two creeds.

The liberal

forces of the covenant worked toward the destruction of the
theocracy, as the emphasis shifted from a dependence upon
God to a dependence upon the abilities of man.

As Perry

said, concerning the similarity between what might now be
called the "new" Puritanism and the later democratic creeds
"each had a common creed of diversity, adopted by each indi
vidual and group because of liberty enjoyed, and because of
the fructifying intercourse of multiple liberties,"2
condition of man in both was one of freedom.

The

In the former,

freedom was ordained by Godf and in the latter, freedom was
2Perry,

p. 6*H.
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based upon one's ability to survive.

In both creeds, man

was endowed with the ability required for his salvation and
was trustworthy to govern himself.3
The Compact, rather than being an agreement between
God and the people, became an agreement of the people, not
on God's terms, but on their own terms.

The divine nature

of government vanished as reason supplemented faith, leav
ing a government founded oni
. . . the self-evident truths of the law of nature,
brought into being by social compact, instituted
not for the glory of God, but to secure men's
inalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness,4"
As A. S. p, Woodhouse summarized the matters
Puritanism . . . evolved from its theological
consciousness ideas of liberty, of equality, of
individualism, of government by consent and agree
ment, and of a species of privilege which had noth
ing to do with worldly possessions or existing
class distinctions,*
When the principle of separation was applied, as it
was with Wise, it was a natural step from the view that "in
the order of grace all believers are equal," to "in the
order of nature all men are equal.To those who thought
of the church as having a basic equality, it was easy to see
that "the state should be composed of men all equally privi3lbid.,

p. 196

^Miller, "The Half-Way Covenant," NE£, VI, p. 692.
^Woodhouse, p, 64.
^Ibld., pp. 68-69.

10^

legedV'7

The moral law easily became the law of nature»
the covenant easily became the social compact. 8

7IblA.,

p, 69.

8Ibld.,

p. 86.
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